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Emission Trading 
Scheme
In the last Chairman’s report, I briefly 
touched on some environmental 
aspects of farming operations. 

I now draw to your attention 
the highly contentious Carbon 
Trading Scheme, which has been 
announced following the report into 
climate change by the Federal Government’s climate change adviser, 
Professor Ross Garnaut. Garnaut has recommended that agriculture’s 
introduction into the scheme should be delayed, because of the 
difficulty in measuring its pollution.

There are many aspects of this statement that must be carefully 
examined and evaluated. The devil will be in the detail. The bottom 
line is that farmers and loggers are the only industries to escape 
immediate inclusion in the carbon trading scheme from 2010.

It is outside the scope of my report to analyse the Garnaut Report as 
a whole, or the parts specifically relating to farmers. But I urge you 
to acquaint yourself with the report and its implications. I expect 
that because of its highly contentious nature, this report will evolve 
and change before government policy is finalised. It is fair to say that 
this report may have drastic implications for farming operations and 
profitability into the future.

We live in an ever changing world.

Australian – New Zealand 
conference
Another reminder about the joint grower conference. Planning is well 
underway and it’s looking great,

See page 51 for further information.

Henry Kwaczynski
Henry Kwaczynski 
Chairman, Avocados Australia  

Chairman’s Perspective

Since the last issue of Talking Avocados, a couple of areas of major 
concern have surfaced and gained media attention. 

ACCC Review
As you are aware, supermarkets were put on notice with the Rudd 
government ordering the consumer watchdog to investigate grocery 
prices. Labor said Australians are paying too much for the essentials 
and directed the ACCC to conduct a formal inquiry into grocery prices. 
“[It will investigate the process] from the farm gate to the checkout 
counter, independents, large chains, convenience stores…” 

When the enquiry was announced, opinion was divided about its likely 
success in unraveling the disadvantages of the retail duopoly.

The enquiry has run its course with many people making formal 
submissions or subpoenaed to appear before the ACCC – including AAL. 
The full outcomes will be released in due course.

Recently, the ACCC Commissioner Mr Graeme Samuel stated that ACCC 
has found no evidence of supermarkets ‘ripping off’ farmers. 

Avocados Australia has for a number of years paid a large 
amount of money for the industry’s right to use the Heart 
Foundation “Heart Tick” on avocados.

If you are using a “Heart Tick” logo from anyone other 
than the label companies Label Press, Spicer Labels, 
Sinclair International and Warehouse Packaging 
and Design you are acting illegally. 

No other label printers are able to legally print the “Heart Tick” 
for use on avocados.  Avocados Australia is undertaking a clean 
up of the “Heart Tick” printing. We will lose access to the “Heart 
Tick” logo if it is used illegally.

Avocados Australia, AUF and the Heart Foundation will enforce 
their Registered Trademark rights to the fullest extent.

If you have non-genuine labels do not use them.  If you know 
of label companies offering to 
print non-genuine “Heart 

Tick” labels for you  
please let us know on 
1300 303 971, so 
we can all help keep 
this valuable tool.

All growers could 
lose access to the 
“Heart Tick” logo if 
you don’t act now. 

Warning
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Sunfresh chairman Brian Prosser said the trial had been designed to 
replicate the trip to Europe which would take about 40 days by ship. 
Mr Prosser said a pallet of the fruit had subsequently been sent to 
Melbourne by truck on Friday where the avocados were to be ripened 
for two days and then quality-tested.

“Looking at the fruit after we opened the shipping container, I would 
have given them a 9+ out of 10”, he said. “But there’s still a fair bit of 
work to be done yet.

“If everything goes to plan I expect it would probably be next year 
before we start sending any product over to Europe.” Mr Prosser said 
the project had been motivated by difficulties growers were experiencing 
getting an acceptable price for their avocados in Australia.

“We’ve suffered from an oversupply in product and a downturn in 
price in the past couple of years. And with 40% of trees under four 
years old, we’re going to have an even bigger oversupply when they 
start producing fruit in three years”, he said. Mr Prosser said Sunfresh 
handled about 2200 tonnes of avocados annually for the domestic 
market, while a further 300 tonnes were exported to countries in Asia 
including Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand.

“The Sunshine Coast produces about 800,000 trays of avocados a year 
and most of that is exported to Asia”, he said. “It costs us about $A24 to 
get a tray of either 28 or 30 avocados to Bangkok, and we can get a far 
better price selling them there than we would domestically.” 

Mr Brain Prosser Chair of Sunfresh, with Mr Peter Wellington, 
 State Sunshine Coast MP & The Hon Alexander Somlyay,  

Federal Sunshine Coast MP

Budget boosts rural infrastructure, 
but cuts some agriculture programs 

The Federal Government hopes to cut back drought assistance in the 
coming financial year, and has balanced new Budget spending in 
agriculture with cuts to other programs.

Industry Matters Written, edited and compiled by 

Antony Allen CEO of Avocados Australia

NFC Chairman Wins National Award

Natures Fruit Company grower and Chairman, Ros Smerdon, 
(front cover), has been awarded the Rural Industries Research and 
Development Corporation (RIRDC) Australian Rural Woman of the 
Year. 

Ros was earlier this year awarded the RIRDC Queensland Rural 
Woman of Year, enabling the presentation of her project to the selection 
panel for the national award.

In receiving the award at a ceremony in Canberra on 27th May, Ros 
commented that “the recognition of this award is largely focused on a 
project that will deliver benefits to the entire avocado industry”.

As part of the state award Ros is embarking on a study project to 
South Africa to conduct benchmarking with Westfalia, one the largest 
co-operatively owned avocado businesses in the world. Westfalia is also 
widely recognised for its export orientation and vertical integration 
through value adding. 

“My project will look at how a co-operative developed its value adding 
components while maintaining a strong focus on export”, Ros stated 
when asked about what the study tour will investigate.

Ros also commented that NFC are working towards a similar model of 
developing a strong export market while developing a suitable suite of 
value added products that are both retail and consumer friendly. 

“Our ability to survive and prosper as a co-operative of growers into the 
future will depend greatly on our ability to provide our end users with 
healthy and easy to use avocado products that compliment our whole 
fruit offering” said Ros.

With production volumes increasing, input costs rapidly rising and nett 
returns to farm gate decreasing the need for value adding of second 
grade fruit is imperative. 

“The ultimate outcome of this project is to have NFC producing value 
added products from second grade fruit that would have otherwise been 
placed on the central market thereby adding undue pressure to sales of 
premium fruit in an already oversupplied market.

Sunfresh avocados set for 
European export

Sunshine Coast avocados could soon be on dining and restaurant 
tables across Europe with a trial to assess their suitability for transport 
by sea progressing well.

Palmwoods-based Sunfresh Marketing Co-Operative has been exporting 
avocados from the region to Asia for a few years. More recently the 
company has also spent considerable time and money investigating 
the possibility of breaking into the European market, particularly 
countries like the UK, Spain, The Netherlands and France which is one 
of the biggest avocado importers in the world.

On Thursday the project passed one of its key milestones with the 
re-opening of a shipping container holding eight tonnes of the fruit 
which had been stored inside on specially-designed trays for 42 days. 
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The Rudd Government’s first Budget also starts to rebuild infrastructure 
and training in rural Australia. The drought is the wild card for rural 
Australia in the Budget. This year, the Government has allocated a total 
of $761 million for exceptional circumstances funding, considerably 
less than last year.

The Budget gets the National Water Plan under way, with an initial 
$400 million, changing priorities to buying water for the environment 
first. In line with its election pledges, Labor has dumped $153 million 
over four years of Coalition agriculture grants over four years, and 
replaced them with schemes of its own. 

The Agriculture Minister, Tony Burke, says there’ll be no less spending 
on agriculture training schemes, but the focus will move away from 
the old Farmbis program. “The aim is make sure that all the training 
that we conduct under my portfolio is squarely aimed at helping people 
prepare for the future,” he said. “So that means that there will be some 
Farmbis programs which aren’t able to be captured under the Budget.

“They’ll be some that don’t have a climate change focus, and that 
aren’t adequately dealing with the future, and those sorts of programs 
wouldn’t be eligible for funding.” The Shadow Environment Minister, 
Sharman Stone, says Labor has re-badged Coalition programs, but 
given them less money.

She says even the iconic Landcare program is threatened. “We had, 

for example, $36.6 for next year, 08-09,” she said. “Labor has only 
$31 million on the table. “So that’s $5 million cut, a significant cut, 
and there are no forward estimates. “So Landcare, I’ve been speaking 
to them, and they’re saying we are baffled, we just don’t know what 
we’re going to do.”

There’s no doubt regional Australia will benefit from new long-term 
funds established in the Budget, to provide money for developing 
transport, skills training and health infrastructure in coming years. 
It’s been given the big tick by the trucking industry and many other 
business groups, including Brendan Pearson, from the Minerals 
Council of Australia. “There are two funds we’re particularly interested 
in,” he said.

“The Education Investment Fund, which will help us to build skills 
capacity in rural and regional Australia which is where we operate; the 
second fund, the Building Australia Fund, a $20 billion fund will look 
at the ports, the rail, the roads, which service our operations in regional 
Australia.” Source: ABC

Eating locally produced 
food will cut CO2

Eating only locally produced and seasonal fruit and vegetables could 
dramatically reduce your carbon footprint, according to a team of 
Australian researchers. The researchers have adopted a back-to-

Industry Matters 
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basics approach that also includes a return to drinking tap water as 
transporting bottled water uses up 314,000 barrels of oil in the country 
each year.

The researchers, from the Queensland University of Technology, have 
developed a website to popularise their ideas and to show people how 
to encourage sustainable food output. “We are advocating a back-
to-basics approach to ensure our food supply into the future,” said 
Courtney Jarrett, who has powered the project. “We have produced a 
food wheel so that people can choose fruit and vegetables that are in 
season and so reduce the number of kilometres food has to travel before 
it appears on our plate, and save money too,” she said.

The Australian agricultural sector accounts for almost 60 percent of the 
country’s total methane emissions and food production in total makes 
up 30 percent of its overall greenhouse gas emissions. Jarrett said many 
community nutritionists had already taken up the challenge and were 
eating only food that had been produced within a 500 km radius of 
where they live. The website contains information on everything from 
recycling to sustainable fish for the plate.

Greig Ireland retires from  
NSWDPI after 36 years 

Greig has retired after a long career with NSWDPI. 
In the late 70s and 80s Greig had the pleasure of 
being Secretary /Treasurer of the local avocado 
grower group and working with John Dexter, 
Harry Appleby and Brian Pilgrim who all helped represent the local 
avocado industry in various roles and also the NSW and National 
bodies, Greig also had a brief period on the AAGF Varieties Committee.

Greig’s association with the avocado growers in the local area has been 
extensive over his 36 years. He also worked with the growers of South 
Australia, Victoria and South West NSW when he was involved with 
the development and training of growers in these areas of the Avoman 
Program. He worked with Simon Newett, Shane Mulo and the rest of 
the Avoman team. His experience and knowledge will be missed

Report shows Australia boasts most 
organic farmland in the world 

A Biological Farmers report says farmgate sales of organic Australian 
produce have increased by 80 per cent in the last four years, and are 
worth $230 million a year. Fruit and vegetable sales are growing 
most, although the organics industry still makes up only one per cent 
of food sales.  The report found domestic demand is growing more 
than exports, with more organic produce available and consumers 
becoming more health conscious. 

Andrew Monk, from Biological Farmers, says most organic farms are 
in New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland, and Australia has the 
biggest area of land devoted to organic in the world. “There’s almost 
12 million hectares under certified land, the majority of that is the arid 
and semi-arid rangelands of south-western Queensland and western 
New South Wales, mostly beef with a bit of sheep there.”  Source: ABC

Rural industries assess the 
carbon trading scheme 

Farmers are welcoming the Federal Government’s plan to delay them 
paying for their emissions until at least 2015. Farmers and loggers 
are the only industries to escape immediate inclusion in the carbon 
trading scheme from 2010. 

They’ll also get fuel subsidies and be able to sell trees as carbon offsets 
to other polluters. But the Australian Farm Institute’s Mick Keogh says 
there’s a real danger the scheme will cost agriculture dearly in the 
future. “It’s a real vexed question, and there’ll be a lot of work required 
to sort out whether agriculture should in fact be covered,” he says. 
“There’s a big difference between, for example, the beef and the dairy 
sectors, which are quite significant emitters, and crop producers, which 
don’t producers as many emissions, but use a lot more energy inputs in 
their farm systems.” Source: ABC

Coles defends its freight rates 

Coles and Woolworths are denying truck drivers’ accusations that 
they’re not paying fair rates to account for fuel price increases. Truckies 
have been holding road protests because they say they’re being sent 
broke. Both supermarket chains say they have been paying millions of 
dollars extra to the big trucking companies they employ. 

But Jim Cooper, from Coles, says supermarkets can’t do anything to 
make sure those companies deal fairly with drivers they contract out 
to. “We have our relationship at the level we have with Linfox and Toll 
and the other companies, and we can only say that we’re doing the 
right thing at that level, and we’re paying a fair price for the goods and 
services that are given to us by those companies.” Source: ABC

NFC commissions new shed 
and grading equipment

In December 2006 Natures Fruit Company (NFC) took steps in 
identifying and implementing a program of cost reduction to its 
members on the services it provides.

A decision by the Board to purchase a 72 acre avocado farm in 
Glasshouse provided the stimulus for the planning and development 
of a purpose built packing and administration facility on the site.  In 
August the following year NFC commenced operations at the shed.

In November 2007 the new packing facility was officially opened by the 
Honorary Mr. Peter Slipper, Federal Member for Fisher.

Continuing on with the approach of reducing input costs to its grower 
base, NFC investigated packing and grading technology early in 2008 
with the aim to offer growers reduced packing and marketing costs 
for 2008. 

As a result of its investigations, NFC commissioned the manufacture 
and installation of a new Compac grading line. The equipment was 
commissioned in May this year. 

Industry Matters 

continued
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“The efficiency improvements that are gained with this new technology 
have vindicated our decision to offer our growers reduced packing costs 
this season”, said Andrew McKillop, General Manager of NFC. 

Operations Manager at NFC, Dan Cork, commented that operational 
improvements of up to 40% are expected as the labour force becomes 
familiar with the technology. “Already we are seeing direct labour 
costs reduce well below industry averages and there still remain a few 
improvements that can be gained”, said Mr. Cork.  “The good thing is 
the benefits of these saving are returned to the growers”

Natures Fruit Company celebrates 
20 years
Twenty years ago, in our nation’s bi-centennial year, a group of 
avocado growers from the hinterland of the Sunshine Coast met 
to consider forming a fruit packing alliance. Little did they know 
what would be made of their decisions - certainly, none could have 
imagined they were sowing the seed for the flourishing business 
known today as Natures Fruit Company.

Originally formed as a grading and packing operation, the 
Nambour based “Sunshine Coast Fruit Growers Co-operative” soon 
established itself as the pre-eminent marketer of quality avocados 
through the Natures Reserve brand and the sought-after ‘pink box’.

Within the first ten years, dramatic growth, both in grower membership 
and fruit sale volumes marked a coming of age for the co-operative 
prompting a focus on important back-office functions such as 
accounting support and quality systems.

In 2002, the Board made the momentous decision to convert from 
a co-operative to an unlisted public company, The Fruit Company 
Limited. This new entity embraced the same mutuality principles as 
the co-operative it replaced, but was now free to operate across state 
boundaries, previously an impediment under state-based co-operative 
legislation. 

Marketing operations consequently expanded to include grower 
suppliers from other seasonal growing regions, thus providing the 
company with the strategic advantage of having a 12 month supply 
capability to service its national customer base.

In 2007 the company discontinued its historic ties with Nambour 
and relocated packing operations to its new company-owned facility 
at Glasshouse Mountains which has now become the company’s 
national headquarters.

Looking forward, NFC’s growth will rely less on those factors that have 
served them well in the past and more on new opportunities, some 
yet to be identified. One element, however, that will not change is the 
collective strength that is gained from NFC’s unity of purpose – that is 
the co-operative spirit and its greatest asset

Industry Matters 

continued

You’re much more than
    avocado growers to us ..

At Natures Fruit Company our growers:
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´Help determine the future direction of the Company
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are not just growers

..  isn’t it time you came on board ?
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242aCoonowrinRd www.naturesfruit.com.au Fax:(07)54930911
GlassHouseMountainsQLD4518 admin@naturesfruit.com.au Phone:(07)54969922

Get On Board
The ultimate

Marketing Package forFresh Produce
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Industry Matters 

continued

NFC 2008 AGM and grower 
award recipients

Natures Fruit Company (NFC) held its Annual General Meeting and 
grower awards ceremony at Beerwah on the 16th of May.

The AGM was special significance for NFC and its shareholders in 
view of the co-operatives 20 year anniversary.  NFC was pleased to 
have Jim Howard, Chairman of the Federation of Co-operatives, as 
guest speaker. 

Mr. Howard delivered an inspiring address in which he congratulated 
NFC on the direction it was taking and the efforts being made to 
benefit its grower members.  Mr. Howard gave examples of the 
strengths that cooperatives bring to growers in the market place 
and how, in any business, the primary focus of management and 
staff is to advance the financial well being of the owner – in the 
case of cooperative companies such as NFC, the owner is the grower 
member

Along with the presentations of the 2007 financial year results, Ros 
Smerdon, Chairman, and Andrew McKillop, General Manager, also 
spoke about the initiatives NFC are currently developing to evolve the 
co-operative for the next 20 years of operations. 

Andrew outlined the need for growers to recognise the strength in 
larger numbers, not only from a marketing and sales point of view 
but from an input side also. 

“The pressures remain constant for our business. Growers require 
improved servicing with lower cost bases for that service, in essence 
more for less. This is a challenge we have accepted at NFC with 
lowering our servicing costs to our growers this season in the face of 
increasing costs.

NFC Chairman Ros Smerdon added “with the development of our 
new packing facility at Glasshouse Mountains we have sought to find 
ways of reducing our overheads with the immediate flow on benefits 
going directly to our grower suppliers.”

The AGM also provides an excellent medium for the recognition of 
those growers within the co-operative who are striving for production 
excellence. NFC recognises these growers with awards in various 
categories. 

For the 2007 season the 
recipients of the awards were

Natures Champion – Small Grower – Binga Farming, John, 
Rosemary, David and William Wiltshire, Blackbutt, Qld

Natures Champion – Medium Grower – John and Elizabeth Noble, 
Beerwah, Qld

Natures Champion – Large Grower – Colin and Nola Stumm, 
Comboyne, NSW

Gary Lubach Memorial Plate – John and Elizabeth Noble, 
Beerwah, QldNatures Champion – Small Grower – Binga Farming, John, Rosemary, 

David and William Wiltshire, Blackbutt, Qld

Natures Champion – Medium Grower – John and Elizabeth Noble, 
Beerwah, Qld

Natures Champion – Large Grower – Colin and Nola Stumm, 
Comboyne, NSW
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Avocados Australia Limited  
Board of Director  
2008 Elections

The Avocados Australia Limited constitution 
includes the process of rotating Board Directors.  
One third of the Board must stand for election 
each year, currently this means three Directors 
must stand for election in 2008. 

The nomination and election process will take place during the period 
22 July to 1 September 2008 (see Figure 1 for the important dates).  
During this period members of Avocados Australia Limited will have 
the opportunity to nominate and vote for their “Growing Area’s” 
representative on the Avocados Australia Limited Board.  

There will be three “Growing Areas” electing Directors under the 
rotation requirement and they are: 

1. South Queensland

2. Central New South Wales

3. Sunshine Coast

Voting in the election is only open to members of Avocados Australia 
Limited in the respective regions.  Any commercial avocado grower is 
entitled to apply to become a Grower Member of Avocados Australia 
Limited.  If you are not already a member, please complete and return 
your membership form in this issue of Talking Avocados or visit our 
website www.avocado.org.au for more information and membership 
forms.

Avocados Australia Limited 
 ELECTION TIMELINE

Nominations for Board Directors  
Called 22/07/08

f
Board Directors Nominations Close 

08/08/08

f
Board Election Ballots Mailed  

13/08/08

f
Board Election 

Voting Closed 01/09/08

f
New Avocados Australia Board 
Directors Announced 05/09/08

f
First Meeting of The New Avocados 

Australia Board  17/09/08

One Harvest through the 2007/08 Avocado Domestic Cooperative 
Promotion Program initiated by HAL and Avocados Australia developed 
an innovative approach that integrated in store sampling to promote 
Shepard Avocados in Woolworth stores by linking to the national “Add 
an Avo” promotion program. The main objective 
of this campaign was to create awareness of the 
green skin- shepard avocados and communicate 
the key features and benefits. In addition, this 
was an education exercise to communicate to 
consumers on the ‘stay green’ messages and how 
to use shepard avocados daily in a variety of ways 
by making consumers aware of the versatility of 
the products. This was achieved by encouraging 
trial of the recipe being demonstrated.

Consumers were given the “STAY GREEN” 
message 

Shepards stay green when ripe

Shepards stay green when cut

A bruschetta recipe was made using Shepard Avocado, tomatoes, fresh 
basil and olive oil on a mini toast and offered to consumers to eat as 
finger food. New back-of-store posters were developed outlining the 
different types of Avocado and key handling requirements.

The total number of customers who sampled was 48,375 which 
equates to an average of 24 customers per hour. The sales 
results based on demonstrator counts equated to 26,980 units 
which is an average of 56 units per store in 4 hours. 

VIC sold 6073 units (23%) NSW sold 6533 units (24%)

QLD sold 8932 units (33%) SA sold 2340 units (9%)

WA sold 2502 units (9%) TAS sold 600 units (2%)

QLD had the best results all round with 28 customers per hour, 
20 sales per hour and 73% conversion rate

Almost 27,000 products sold as a direct result of demos and 1 
in 2 customers purchased on the day! 

Avocado Domestic Cooperative  
Promotion Program
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Central Queensland Report 

By Lachlan Donovan and John Walsh Avocados 
Australia Directors for Central Queensland 
Growing Area

Watch out 2009 – it’s shaping up to be significantly 
the largest crop produced out of Central Queensland!

Water again, as always is a major focus on this areas potential. Surface 
allocations are a lot better than the 4 % we were initially allocated last 
year with this year’s announced allocation for the south side being 
26% and the north being 92%. These areas are still able to buy and 
sell between themselves which does indeed seem strange. Groundwater 
allocations are generally higher than what was allocated last year with 
most around the 70-80%. The whole region has had a very good season 
with significant rain right throughout but not quite enough to fill the 
two main dams hence the reason we haven’t got 100% allocations.

Congratulations to all involved in the static container trial, from early 
reports the fruit has come out after 40 days in great condition. This 
is a very good sign for the future with the involvement of quite a few 
packhouses coming together to supply the fruit and potentially in the 
future work together to be able to export fruit anywhere in the world. 
The timing of this trial has been fantastic with a lot of the industry 
realising that we have to commit to export to relieve pressure on the 
domestic market.

North Queensland Report

By Jim Kochi Avocados Australia Director for the North 
Queensland Growing Area

The season has come to an end for us in NQ and 
for some it probably could not end soon enough. 
The Shepard crop was about average with the 
sales starting at around $27 in early February and 
dropping to $24 in early March and holding steady  
at that price until end April. Of course these are average sales for 5.5 
kg equivalent trays. The Hass crop was also about average but the sales 
prices were vastly different. The season started with reasonable prospects 
in April but we were astonished to hear that the Bundaberg region had 
beaten NQ to the central markets by a good two weeks. Consequently 
there was an oversupply of Hass that had limited potential to clear due 
to the supply of Shepards still in supply, the chain stores were still on 
Shepard programmes, and, the Hass was really not sufficiently mature 
to be of much appeal to the consumer. 

This is as politely as I can describe the situation. Hopefully some 
important lessons will be learnt and not repeated next year. Also, the 
chain stores were in hard competition with each other and causing the 
market to focus on the smaller size fruit. NQ, due to an abundance of 
water and favourable climate can produce Hass in large sizes and this 
focus on small fruit really disadvantaged the larger sizes. The larger 
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sizes were forced to match the smaller fruit for the same sale price per 
piece.

On a brighter note, the Theart family, who are new growers to the area, 
took the initiative to hold a field day at their property on behalf of the 
local grower association. The field day was an outstanding success and 
was attended by 45 growers, local merchandise distributors, carton 
companies, chemical company reps, hedge trim operators, one Sydney 
market agent , and avocado grower cooperatives from Sunshine Coast 
and NQ. Antony Allen attended and detailed the Avocados Australia 
promotion programme for 2007/08. 

Congratulations and thanks to Etienne, Tanja, Gerry and Hannetjie 
Theart and their friends and staff who prepared a magnificent lamb 
roast dinner at the conclusion of the day. If you were not there you 
definitely missed out on a special day.

It’s now a long wait to watch the Shepard flowers come and go and 
possibly sometime in November we will have an indication of the set 
and crop volume. I hope the growers who attended the second spray 
application conducted by Dr Henry Drew can apply some new ideas to 
this coming crop. It is a time for NQ to reflect on the past season and 
prepare for the coming flowering and fruit set.

Sunshine Coast Report

By Henry Kwaczynski Avocados Australia 
Director for the Sunshine Coast Growing Area

Two workshops have been held in the last 3 months 
in the Sunshine Coast region

Grower Study Groups conducted by Simon Newett, 
and Airblast Spray technology workshop with Dr Henry Drew. 

Both these were very well attended and feedback was very positive. It’s 
great that we are able to access this expert information in our own 
backyard.

The Sunshine Coast Regional Council has been in place for over four 
months and the Councillors are beginning to get their heads around 
very much enlarged divisions. More pressure on land has been felt by 
State Government.

There has been no significant impact from Local Government on 
farming in this area. However, there has been a recent announcement 
from the State Government that an additional 70,000 homes sites will 
be fast tracked for release for this region. Apart from the implications 
for infrastructure (roads are already clogged), there will no doubt be 
pressure on farm land or rural activities from the development of this 
significant land release. Not to mention the environmental and social 
impact. The Sunshine Coast is again under significant pressure for 
growth and development.

The continuing saga of the Traveston Dam (located between 
Nambour and Gympie) continues. However, there have been recent 
announcements of changes to the water pipeline to Brisbane – is this 
the beginning of a change to the Traveston plan? We await further 
developments. If I was a betting man, I’d be punting that there will be 

a further watering down of the plan in the near future (perhaps before 
the State election??).

Another change to this area relates to the increase in size of the rail 
corridor between Caboolture and Nambour. Currently there is only 
one rail track and a route that is quite winding and therefore slow. 
The plan is to increase the corridor to two tracks, and to make it wide 
enough (around 55 metres) to accommodate 4 tracks into the future. 
The completion date of this work is around 2025. Obviously this is a 
necessary step as population increases along with the price of fuel, but 
the down side is that this will bring resumption of land, and many 
rural properties are likely to be affected. Consultation has begun and I 
believe most people who will be directly affected have been contacted. 
The hope is that the impact will be kept to a minimum.

The anomaly is that some parts of Australia face such a lack of water 
that they are under pressure to stop farming, while the Sunshine Coast 
area has significant rainfall and is more and more succumbing to ‘tile 
farming’, which means ‘stop farming’.

It seems that there is a strong perception that we just don’t need farms 
in Australia.

Tri State Report

By Colin Fechner Avocados Australia Director for 
the Tri State Growing Area

On 22 May Simon Newett held another study group 
at Deakin Estate in Redcliffs Vic. There were 28 
people from all across the Tri-state region with a 
lot of discussion  between growers on various topics. Guest speaker 
was Paul Bidwell from WA talking about what he does on his property. 
While his growing conditions are different than here the methods and 
attention to detail that he employs are applicable to every area.

A major topic between growers was about the water restrictions and 
tactics that growers are using to cope with shortage of water.

During the day the Tri-State AGM was held. Nick Hobbs is now our 
Secretary and Treasurer and Kym Thiel is a new member on the 
committee replacing James Altmann and Peter Fechner. New business 
from the meeting are that we will no longer have a stand at the Royal 
Adelaide Show because of OH&S reasons and that there is only a few 
growers who actually have a crop of avocados. The stand at the Show 
was originally started to promote avocados as it was a new fruit that 
most people new nothing about. It then generated to how to use them 
with various recipes and dips. Now that there is a national promotion 
through magazines and the avocado web site, it was thought that it is 
not as important to have the stand.

We are looking to have a study trip to the central NSW avocado growing 
region next May. Expressions of interest were asked for to see if there is 
enough interest. More information will come out soon.

The water restrictions are still a MAJOR concern to all growers along 
the Murray Darling Rivers. Growers cannot afford the expense of 
leasing in water for another year to get a crop for 2009-2010. To get a 
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crop Avocados can’t be stressed at any stage or the fruit will drop during 
a heat wave. Growers are making the decision to put what water they 
have into crops that don’t need as much water as avos, consequently 
there is only about a dozen growers in the region that have any avos 
this year. There is very little money around and all businesses are 
suffering. Unless the whole MDB catchment area is treated equally 
there will only be a few growers left in this region   

South Queensland Report

By Daryl Boardman,Avocados Australia Director 
for the South Queensland Growing Area

As I am writing this report the weather has turned 
very cool and wet. The rain will be welcomed I am 
sure by all growers in the region. Even though it has 
halted picking it will help those with water shortages and also help with 
relieving the pressure on the markets and hopefully lift the sale prices 
for avocados for our picking period.

In June there was a world record attempt at planting the largest wheat 
paddock in 24 hours. This was done at a Farm at Meandarra in western 
Queensland.

At this event money was being raised for heart research at the Prince 
Charles Hospital in Brisbane. Leonie and Hugh Brassey, Avocado 
growers at Hampton had one of their children born with a heart 
problem who was treated at Prince Charles.

Leonie and Hugh decided to also take part in the fundraising event as 
they were at Prince Charles with Mr. Coggan whose farm was going for 
the world record.

They decided to auction a tray of avocados and donate the money to 
the hospital for further research for heart patients. They raised over 
$4000.00 from the tray of avocados which was a wonderful effort. 

Maybe our industry could have an annual auction of the first tray of 
Avocados, a bit like the mangos and cherries. I wonder which region 
these could come from.

As you will all be aware Avocados Australia Board Elections are 
happening and Southern Queensland is one of the 3 regions that are 
in this round of elections.

I have been your representative for 2 years since Rod Dalton retired.

I am standing for re-election as I feel that it will be in this term, as 
your representative, that I can make a more worthy contribution to the 
Australian Avocado Industry and most of all, the Southern Queensland 
district. This being through a much better understanding of the way 
the board operates the Avocado industry as a whole.

I believe we have an industry that is way ahead of others in the way 
that we operate and this is being achieved through the diverse qualities 
of the current board members, CEO, staff and input from growers that 
makes it all happen.

The industry has many challenges ahead and we won’t get them all 
right but with the current team and continued 
communication within the industry we will have 
a good chance of continuing to make Avocados a 
good viable industry to be in.

I look forward to serving the region for another 
term.

On the 28th May we had the 3rd study group meeting 
with Simon Newett and Peter Rigden. This meeting 
involved an early start to get on a bus starting from 
Crows Nest and heading for the Brisbane markets. 
We had a good look at the markets and also visited 
the Woolworths DC and One Harvest operations in 
Wacol. This day was well attended by and I believe 
well organized and put together. Thanks to all that 
attended and to Simon and Peter for putting the 
day together.  
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Tri-Base Blue.
It couldn’t get any easier...

When you choose Tri-Base Blue you  get the simplest most effective way  
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‘Regional Study Groups’ project workshops  

by Peter Rigden & Simon Newett

The ‘Study Groups to Achieve Globally Competitive Avocados’ 
project is now approaching the half way mark with 20 workshops 
completed out of a total of 42 planned over the life of the whole 
project.

The purpose of the project is to help both individual growers and the 
industry overall become more competitive in order to be better prepared 
to compete with imports and cope with falling prices in Australia due 
to increased production. This can be achieved by increasing yields 
(effectively reducing production costs) and improving the quality 
of the fruit produced to achieve repeat purchases and thus increase 
consumption. The Study Group Project contributes to this by bringing 
growers and appropriate experts (researchers, leading growers and 
supply chain managers) together in the various production regions of 
Australia to tackle the most pressing issues in their locality.  

Don’t miss the opportunity to 
attend future workshops!!

Attendances at the workshops so far have been very good but we are 
conscious that there are many avocado growers who have not yet 
been along to a meeting. Invitations to the first two meetings of each 
group were mailed out to everyone on the Avocados Australia Limited 
“Talking Avocados” address list (with the assistance of Avocados 
Australia Limited) however for subsequent meetings invitations will 
only be sent to growers who have registered with us and are therefore 
on the project’s database.

If you have not been to a workshop yet and wish to 
attend in future please contact us straight away, and 
we will make sure that you get an invitation to the next 
meeting held in your region.   
To register please contact Simon Newett on  
07-5444 9619, or Peter Rigden 07 5444 9617  
or email: simon.newett@dpi.qld.gov.au 

NOTE: Even if you cannot attend the meeting, by registering you will 

make sure that you are sent the minutes of the meeting!

Recent Meetings

The following meetings have been held since the last edition of Talking 
Avocados:

Meeting
Main Topic for 

the day
Guest Presenters

Grower 
Atten-
dance

1.  North 
Qld

Integrated Pest 
Management 
(IPM)

Matt Weinert,  
Leonie Wittenberg,
Stef De Faveri (QDPI&F)

25

3.  Sunshine 
Coast

Canopy 
management 

John Leonardi  
(Avocados Australia Ltd)

38

4.  West 
Moreton

Marketing, 
Freshcare, and 
fruit quality

Vanessa Kennedy 
(Industry Liaison Officer, 
Brisbane Markets Ltd.),  
Gary Poole (Murray 
Bros.), Andrew Young 
(CEO Brisbane Markets 
Ltd), Andrew Brown 
(AusQual),  
Robert Moreton (Bus 
Manager, Favco),  
Robert Purnell 
(Woolworths Snr Buyer), 
Rob Robson (FreshCuts)

39

5.  Northern 
NSW

Phytophthora 
root rot control

Ken Pegg, Luke Smith  
(QDPI&F)

25

6.  Mid Nth 
Coast 
NSW

Avocado 
nutrition and 
soil health

Marc Percival 
(Agrisense)

18

7.  Central 
Coast 
NSW

Maximising  
yield

Simon Newett (QDPI&F) 15

8. Tristate Avocado 
irrigation

Paul Bidwell  
(Avoland orchard)

28

9.  West 
Australia

Canopy 
management

John Leonardi  
(Avocados Australia Ltd)

48

A total of 39 West Moreton growers attended a “Marketing, Freshcare and fruit quality” study group meeting held at the Brisbane Markets (right).  
In addition half the group visited the Woolworths Distribution Centre at Larapinta, Bribane and  

the other half visited ‘Harvest Freshcuts’ operation at Wacol, Brisbane (above)
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 approach the half way mark

‘Positive Points 
Self Assessment’ 
helps you 
assess your 
management

A new feature introduced 
at recent meetings is the 
opportunity for growers to 
go through a ‘Positive Points 
Self Assessment’ of orchard 
management practices. This is 
a five page handout that asks 
a series of critical questions 
about how you manage your 
orchard and by ranking 
your current management 
practice against a maximum 
score you can assess strengths 
and weaknesses. There is 
no discussion of individual 
results at the meeting but the 
self assessment creates awareness of important practices and discussion 
of general results helps to identify topics for future workshops. 

Networking opportunity

One of the aspects of the meetings that growers have been highlighting 
in their feedback as very useful is the opportunity that they have at the 
meetings to network both with the experts and with other growers! 

AVOMAN 

A Microsoft® Windows Vista™ compatible version of AVOMAN is now 
available. Also in conjunction with the project there is an opportunity 
for further training on the use of the AVOMAN software package. Any 
AVOMAN users who need the new version or are interested in doing 
more training should contact Simon Newett.

Acknowledgements

These workshops would not be possible without the great cooperation 
and hospitality of the growers on whose orchards the activities are 
held and they would not be as informative if it were not for the 
guest presenters and the growers who provide their time and share 
their knowledge.  The local Avocados Australia board members have 
also been very supportive.  We thank all these people as well as the 
organisers from the various state departments of agriculture for their 
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Lunchtime provides an excellent opportunity for informal discussions.

The farm walk is a popular feature of the workshops and helps reinforce learning.
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Can I continue to harvest my avocados even  

by Alec McCarthy
Department of Agriculture and Food WA 

PO Box 1231, Bunbury WA 6231

Yes, so long as you provide the appropriate after harvest care. Recent 
research conducted by the Department of Agriculture and Food (DAFWA) 
on behalf of the Avocado Growers Association of Western Australia has 
shown that high ambient temperatures during harvesting will not 
reduce the quality of Hass avocados grown under Western Australian 
conditions as assessed when ripe and ready to eat.

The Problem

Harvesting in the south west of Western Australia occurs during 
December through February. January and February are the two 
hottest months of the year, with ambient temperatures over 30 ºC 
common. Current guidelines recommended not harvesting avocados 
when the ambient temperature rose above 30 ºC. Due to increased 
size of planting and yield improvements, growers were finding these 
guidelines too restrictive. Industry was seeking more flexible harvesting 
guidelines, but needed assurances that they would not be sacrificing 
final fruit quality.

The method

Year 2004

Hass avocados were selectively harvested at increasing ambient 
temperatures (from 27 to 35 ºC), from two sites on different days on a 
property in Kirup Western Australia. They were mature stands of trees, 
growing on deep gravelly loam with under tree mini sprinklers. At 
harvest the fruit had a dry matter content of 36 per cent. After harvest 
the fruit was submitted to increasing periods of delay in removal of the 
field heat (2, 6, 24 hours), then stored in cool storage for 14 and 28 
days (7 ºC). After storage the fruit was transferred to a ripening room 
at 18 ºC, gassed with ethylene for 4 days and then held in the ripening 
room until they where on average at a slightly over ripe stage. When 
the fruit was on average at the desired stage the fruit was then assessed 
for a range of quality parameters using guidelines previously described 
in the AvoCare Assessment Manual (White et al, 2001). The key quality 
parameters were scored using hedonic scales and included skin colour 
(1-6), softening (0-7), external rot (0-3), stem end rot (0-3), body rot 
(0-3), vascular browning (0-3) and flesh discolouration (0-3).

Year 2005

Hass avocados were selectively harvested at increasing ambient 
temperatures (from 25 to 37 ºC), from two separate properties on 
different days. Site A was a property near Bunbury in Western Australia, 
with deep sandy soils. Site B was a property near Pemberton in Western 
Australia, with deep gravely, loam soils. Both sites were irrigated with 
under tree mini sprinklers and were mature stands of trees. At harvest 
the fruit had a dry matter content of 31 per cent and 35 per cent for 
site A and site B respectively. After harvest the fruit from both sites was 
submitted to two periods of delay in removal of the field heat (2 and 24 
hours), then stored in cool storage for 28 days (5.5 ºC). After storage 
the fruit was transferred to a ripening room at 18 ºC, gassed with 

ethylene for 4 days and then held in the ripening room until they where 
on average at a slightly over ripe stage. When the fruit was on average 
at the desired stage the fruit was then assessed as in 2004.

Year 2007

To verify the commercial applicability of the previous two years of trials, 
a commercial verification trial was instigated. A property was selected 
near Pemberton in Western Australia, growing mature Hass avocados 
on loamy soils with under tree mini sprinklers. The fruit was harvested 
on a hot day using standard commercial practices into standard 
field bulk bins through out the day. Field bins were kept shaded until 
transferred to cool room facilities. Field bins were transferred to the 
cool room at mid day for the morning harvested fruit and at the end 
of the day for the afternoon harvested fruit. The fruit at harvest had a 
dry matter content of 31 per cent. To facilitate a comparison between 
fruit harvested during cooler temperatures and hotter temperatures, a 
field bin was selected each that coincided with mid morning harvest 
and mid afternoon harvest (ambient temperature was 15.6 ºC mid 
morning and 36.6 ºC mid afternoon). These bins were graded and pack 
using a commercial facility. Trays of fruit were selected from each bin 
and sent to both Melbourne and Sydney using commercial road and 
rail transport. The trays were held at 5 C until removal for ripening 
at both Melbourne and Sydney. The Melbourne fruit was stored for a 
total of 29 days after harvest before ripening, allowed to ripen naturally 
without ethylene gas. Due to an operational glitch, the Sydney fruit was 
stored for a total of 37 days after harvest before ripening, also with out 
addition of ethylene. When ripe, the fruit was assessed for a range of 
quality parameters as per 2004.

Results and discussion

Year 2004

Increasing ambient temperature during harvest only had a significant 
linear affect on vascular browning. However, this affect was negative 
(figure 1B). While there was no significant linear affect of increasing 
ambient harvest temperature on softening and body rots, a significant 
quadratic trend could be shown for both (figure 1A and 1C respectively). 
Further, if separated out, the increasing ambient temperatures above 
30 ºC resulted in a significant decreasing trend in body rots. Increasing 
ambient temperature at harvest had a significant impact on skin 
colour only when the fruit was subjected to a 24 hour delay in cooling 
(figure 1D). Increasing ambient temperature at harvest had no 
significant impact on external rots or diffuse flesh discolouration. 
Therefore, it appears that increasing ambient temperatures above 30 ºC 
have minimal deleterious affects on the measured quality parameters.

Increasing delay in removal of field heat had a significant affect on 
Softness and skin colour but not on body rot, external rot, stem end 
rot, discolouration or vascular browning. Therefore, the impact of the 
delay was on the ripeness indicators or visual quality parameters rather 
than the eating quality parameters.

The increase in storage period had the biggest affect on the quality 
parameters, having a significant affect on softness, skin colour, stem 
end rot, body rot, vascular browning and flesh discolouration. The 
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temperature regime for the storage was at a level (8 ºC) recommended 
for up to 14 days storage. It is a level that is commonly used by growers, 
predominately because of a general need to only store for a maximum 
of 14 days. The across the board level of quality deterioration is 
indicative of the fruit being held too long at this temperature.

Figure 1. Main effects of increasing ambient harvest temperature 
on the postharvest quality of shaded Hass avocado fruits. A-C, 
Independent effects of temperature on Softening, Vascular Browning 

even  though it’s 36ºC?

INNOVATING. INTEGRATING. DELIVERING.

We take your fresh produce packaging further

To find out how we can take your packaging further visit:

www.amcor.com/fibre

Amcor can take your fresh produce packaging further than ever 
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– by finding more innovative ways of improving packaging performance 

and reducing total costs across the entire supply chain.
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in the 2007 PCA Packaging Awards, the Amcor SureFresh® carton, 

demonstrates this commitment. Amcor SureFresh® cartons 

combine superior strength with premium product appearance at 

point of sale, offering high level moisture resistance and base sag 

resistance for outstanding supply chain performance.

Delivering a new generation of packaging presentation for premium 

produce, our recently launched Amcor Photo SureFresh® cartons 

turn photography into packaging. Involving reverse printed 

PET laminates to protect the photo-quality print, Amcor Photo 

SureFresh® cartons delivers a high gloss finish with superb water 

and scuff resistance.

Additionally, all Amcor SureFresh® cartons are recyclable through 

the standard paper and recycling stream. No return transport or 

washing results in reduced environmental impacts and lower costs, 

making Amcor SureFresh® cartons an asset in any supply chain.
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and Body Rots; D, Effect of temperature on skin colour after a cooling 
delay of 24 hours. Estimated mean data and trend lines are displayed.

Year 2005

Increasing ambient harvest temperature resulted in a significant, but 
minimal, increasing trend in softness at site A for fruit subjected to 
a 2 hour delay in cooling, but not for a 24 hour delay in cooling or 
for either cooling delays at site B (figure 2). The increasing ambient 
harvest temperature did not have a significant affect of skin colour 
at either site for either periods of delay in cooling (data not shown). 
Increasing ambient harvest temperature resulted in a significant 
increasing trend body rots at both sites (figure 3). However, only at site 
B with a 2 hour delay in cooling was this increase of a magnitude likely 
to be easily detected. The increasing ambient harvest temperature had 
no significant affect on vascular browning (data not shown). The 
increasing ambient harvest temperature, up to 37 ºC had in all but one 
case a minimal affect on the measured quality parameters.

The delay in cooling from 2 hours to 24 hours had a significant impact 
on vascular browning, body rots and skin colour at both sites, but only 
at site A for fruit softness. The average level of vascular browning was 
very low for all treatments and the increased delay period actually 
slightly reduced the level of vascular browning. The affect of the 
increased delay period on body rots was different for each site. At site A 
body rots were slightly reduced, while at site B body rots were increased, 
by the increased delay period (figure 3). Skin colour was reduced by 
the increasing delay in cooling at site A, while the affect was very 
minor at site B. The increase in delay period resulted in an increase 
in the rate of softening of the fruit at site A, but had no affect at site B. 
In some circumstances it seems as if the increased period of delay to 
cooling has emulated the mild affect of the increasing ambient harvest 
temperature.

Figure 2.  Response of fruit softness to increases in ambient harvest 
temperature for each delay (2 and 24 hours) of removal of field heat 
for Hass avocado at two sites in Western Australia in 2005.

Figure 3.  Response of fruit body rots to increases in ambient harvest 
temperature for each delay (2 and 24 hours) of removal of field heat 
for Hass avocado at two sites in Western Australia in 2005.

The levels of stem end rot and diffuse flesh discolouration evident in 
the fruit this year was so minor it did not warrant further analysis.

The increasing affect of increasing ambient harvest temperature on 
body rots at site B was an exception to the general findings for both 
year 2004 and 2005 trials that showed minimal negative affect of 
either the increasing temperature or the increased delay period on 
any of the measured quality parameters. This fruit was at a riper state 
(essentially at an over-ripe state) than the other trials when assessed, 
it is possible the affects of the higher temperatures at harvest on body 
rots are increased as the fruit ripens.

Year 2007

The Melbourne consignment turned out in acceptable eating condition, 
with all measured ‘defects’ averaging at less than five per cent affected 
area/volume for both the morning and afternoon harvested fruit. Apart 
from the significant but small increase in softness for the afternoon 
harvested fruit compared to the morning harvested fruit, there was 
no significant difference between the two harvest times (table 1). 
Therefore, the higher temperature of the harvest during the afternoon 
did not impact detrimentally on the fruit quality. 

Table 1.  Results of quality assessment ratings for selected parameters 
of avocados at a ripe ready to eat state, harvested in the cool morning 
or hot afternoon (15.6/36.6 ºC min/max day temperature), transported 
to either Melbourne or Sydney and stored for a total of 29 or 37 days 
respectively before ripening.

Can I continue to harvest my avocados even though it’s 36ºC? 

continued
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Sydney 
consignment

Melbourne 
consignment

Morning 
fruit

Afternoon 
fruit

Morning 
fruit

Afternoon 
fruit

Softness (1-7) 4.46 4.62 4.84* 5.14*

External rots 
(1-3)

0.12 0.25 0.06 0.08

Stem end rots 
(1-3)

0.23 0.25 0.48 0.57

Body rots (1-3) 0.18 0.17 0.34 0.23

Vascular 
browning (1-3)

0.67 0.87 0.53 0.43

Diffuse 
flesh  (1-3) 
discolouration

1.61 1.76 0.21 0.19

* denotes significant difference at P<0.001

The remaining scored means of morning and afternoon harvested 
fruits within each consignment were not significantly different.

While there were no significant differences between quality parameters 
for the two harvest times, the Sydney consignment generally did not 
turn out in acceptable condition. Diffuse flesh discolouration scored 
at a mean rating of 1.61 and 1.76 for the morning and afternoon 
harvested fruit respectively, equivalent to 15 to 20 per cent of the flesh 

being affected. Vascular browning in the Sydney fruit also rated at 0.69 
and 0.87 for the morning and afternoon harvested fruit respectively (5 
to 10 per cent of flesh effected). The ‘external’, ‘stem end’ and ‘body’ 
rots were all low and acceptable for the Sydney consignment. However, 
the fruit was at a slightly firmer state than ideal for expression of these 
rots. This level of diffuse flesh discolouration was not expected and had 
not been experienced in any of the previous trials. An investigation of 
the cool chain for the Sydney consignment highlighted a break down 
in the cool chain during the rail leg of the transport to Sydney. During 
the transit cool chain breakdown period, the fruit pulp temperature 
steadily rose from 7 to 20 ºC over a three day period before being 
returned to cool store. There was also a failure to shift the fruit from 
cool storage to ripening at the programmed time resulting in a total 
storage period of 37 days. One of the documented causes of diffuse 
flesh discolouration is storage periods in excess of 28 days at low 
temperatures such as 6 ºC (White et al, 2001), the Sydney fruit was 
held for some 9 days longer than this. As a result, this was a potential 
cause of the high level of diffuse flesh discolouration. Also, a second 
documented cause of diffuse flesh discolouration is fruit being held 
at low temperatures while ripening (White et al, 2001). It is possible 
that the Sydney consignment of fruit commenced ripening during 
the period of raised temperature and the subsequent return to and 
holding at low temperature also contributed to the development of 

Can I continue to harvest my avocados even though it’s 36ºC? 

continued
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Can I continue to harvest my avocados even though it’s 36ºC? 

continued

diffuse flesh discolouration. Even though the fruit quality was poor, 
the level of diffuse flesh discolouration was not significantly different 
between the fruit harvested in the morning or the afternoon, therefore 
the ambient temperature at the time of harvest did not have an impact 
on this. These two faults would have generally rendered the fruit as 
unacceptable to the consumer, unfortunately as they are internal 
disorders, the consumer wouldn’t have seen these faults until after 
purchase. This highlights a need to monitor storage temperature and 
carry out quality checks if any discrepancies occur.

Conclusion
The results have demonstrated that the ambient temperature at 
harvest, even up to 37 ºC does not have significant impacts on fruit 
quality likely to render the fruit unacceptable. Maintenance of the 
‘cool chain’ post harvest, including the storage temperature and the 
length of storage is far more critical for maintaining acceptable fruit 
quality. The results of this project have demonstrated that growers can 
confidently harvest fruit up to temperatures in the mid to high 30’s, 
provided that appropriate after harvest care is maintained. 

The delay in removing field heat by up to 24 hours also did not result in 
deleterious impacts on the quality parameters likely to affect consumer 
satisfaction. However, the delays did impact on the main indicators for 
ripeness, in skin colour and fruit softness. As a result, this could be of 
concern to marketing as mixed batches of harvested fruit could result 

in varied ripeness after ripening treatments. Therefore, it is important 
that growers keep marketers informed of the status of the fruit they are 
sending so they can be aware of this.

Because of the ‘hidden’ nature of some of the avocado fruit’s 
quality disorders, it is important to continually monitor the storage 
temperatures and to maintain an accurate inventory of the fruit to 
ensure fruit does not remain held in storage for too long and is stored 
at the correct temperature.

The one anomalous result of a high deleterious affect of increased 
ambient harvest temperature when the fruit was at a riper state (at 
an over-ripe state), possibly highlights that higher temperatures at 
harvest speed up the expression of the body rots. Given that this fruit 
was essentially past consuming at the time of assessing, it should not 
be of a major issue. Never the less, marketers need to be alert for this 
and encourage rapid turn over of fruit at retail level when it has been 
harvested at high temperatures.

A complete report on this trial is expected to be available from 
Horticulture Australia Limited. Alternately it will also be available 
electronically via the Avocado Growers Association of WA’s (AGAWA) 
web site – www.avocadoswa.com. A leaflet outlining a set of 
recommended guidelines for harvesting and storage has also been 
developed and is also available electronically from AGAWA’s website.
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Survey of Phellinus on the Atherton 
Tablelands

by Liz Dann, Matt Weinert,  

Michelle Grose and Luke Smith
E: elizabeth.dann@dpi.qld.gov.au

QDPI&F officers Matt Weinert, Liz Dann, Luke Smith and Michelle 
Grose recently visited several avocado orchards on the Atherton 
Tablelands to conduct a brown root rot scoping study as part of the 
Avocados Australia/HAL funded project AV07000 “Improving yield 
and quality of avocado by disease management”. See the Spring 
2004 and Autumn 2008 issues of “Talking Avocados” for more 
information and descriptions of symptoms of the disease. 

Brown root rot, caused by the fungus Phellinus noxius, was found 
on 17 of the 18 orchards visited, around Mareeba, Walkamin, Tolga, 
Atherton and Mutchilba areas but is likely to be present on even 
more orchards than those visited.  The disease is considered native to 
Australia, and has probably been present in orchards on the Tablelands 
for 15-20 years. Phellinus noxius has also been confirmed on avocados 
at three sites in Bundaberg and two in northern NSW.  The disease has 
also recently been found on mangoes at Mutchilba and Walkamin. 
The fungus infects and causes death in a wide range of tree species, for 
example, hoop pine, Ficus sp. and jacaranda.  Root-to-root contact 
is important for the spread of the pathogen along the row in avocado 
orchards.  It is thought that wind-dispersed basidiospores from fruiting 
bodies (bracket-fungi on the stumps of dead trees) landing on exposed 
cut surfaces like stumps after orchard thinning, top-worked trees, 
pruning etc., may play a role in initial infection of an orchard or block.

The survey and collection of fungal isolates from infected material 

forms part of Michelle’s PhD studies, on the diversity of P. noxius 
affecting several tree hosts, such as Ficus sp., hoop pine, avocado and 
mango. Michelle gave a presentation and answered questions on the 
disease and the objectives of her PhD project to a group of about 30 
interested growers at the QDPI&F’s Walkamin research station.  

There are currently no chemical controls available for Phellinus. The 
most effective method of management is isolate healthy trees from 
dead and dying trees. That is, to remove dead trees, and one tree either 
side (even if apparently healthy) and as much of the stump and roots 
as possible. This should then be either removed and burnt or burnt 
in the dead tree site, and not used as mulch as the fungus may still 
be present and able to spread into healthy roots. Root barriers to a 
depth of about 1.2m and standing approximately 10cm above the soil 
surface should then be installed, preventing healthy roots coming into 
contact with any remaining infected roots. A couple of growers have 
already gone to the trouble of installing root barriers, and these sites 
will be monitored over the next 5 years to determine effectiveness in 
preventing spread of brown root rot. Figure 1.  Anthony Carusi (Paddy’s Green), with Michelle Grose (DPI&F, 

Indooroopilly) and Matt Weinert (DPI&F, Mareeba).  

Figure 2.  The final decline of the avocado tree can often be very 
sudden, unlike a more gradual decline seen with Phytophthora root rot.
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Phytophthora Resistance in Avocado 
Rootstocks

by Ken Pegg, Luke Smith, Liz Dann, 

Lindy Coates and Tony Whiley

Tolerance or Resistance???

There is often confusion about the terms tolerance and resistance, 
with respect to plant diseases.  In this article, we use resistance 
rather than tolerance.  Tolerance refers to the ability of the tree to 
continue to grow and yield despite a certain level of infection by the 
pathogen. In other words, the pathogen may continue to develop 
but the consequences of infection are reduced and the tree remains 
productive.  Resistance occurs via the active defence mechanism 
of the tree, which restricts the pathogen by inhibiting infection, 
colonisation or reproductive capacity (for example, the production 
of spores).  Resistant trees or plants have reduced infection or 
invasion by the pathogen, thus less severe disease.  Resistance is 
not complete; there are degrees of resistance.  In avocados the level 
of resistance to Phytophthora cinnamomi in current rootstocks 
is not sufficient by itself to give satisfactory control when disease 
pressure is high.

One of the greatest but more interesting challenges in avocado research 
is to find rootstocks with higher resistance to Phytophthora root rot. 
Selection of naturally occurring genotypes and conventional breeding 
may only provide moderate resistance which will still have to be 
supplemented by other control measures when disease pressure is high. 
High resistance may remain elusive and be obtainable only through 
genetic modification once efficient tissue culture and transformation 
systems are available for avocado.

The following is a brief review of the history and effectiveness of the 
major supplementary control measures which are used in conjunction 
with current rootstocks to combat root rot.

Prior to 1970 the only control was to plant avocado trees in soils 
that had good drainage and aeration and to improve drainage by 
mounding. Even R.D. Rands in his original description of Phytophthora 
cinnamomi, the pathogen he isolated from cankers on cinnamom 
trees in Sumatra in 1922, suggested the need for good soil drainage 
to control the disease. Periods of soil saturation favour the release and 
dispersal of vast numbers of motile zoospores that swim to and infect 
avocado feeder roots. Short periods of soil saturation with aerated 
water favour the activity of P.cinnamomi. However, prolonged periods 
of soil saturation leads to oxygen depletion which inhibits the activity 
of P.cinnamomi and adversely affects root health causing anoxia and 
rapid death.

In the 1970’s Patricia (Broadbent) Barkley showed that Phytophthora 
could be controlled by natural means. She showed that root rot was 
being suppressed in a rainforest soil by a farming system practiced 
by Guy Ashburner at Mt.Tamborine. This system involved mulching 
under trees with wheat straw, chicken manure and dolomite. Today 
the Ashburner system has been modified to include only organic 
mulch and gypsum. This is because it is too difficult to control 
nitrogen release from chicken manure and excess nitrogen affects the 
vegetative/reproductive balance in trees. The Ashburner and modified 
farming systems stimulate the activity of bacteria and actinomycetes 
or cellulose- and lignin- decomposing organisms which suppress 
Phytophthora activity. They also improve the regeneration of new 
feeder roots and restrict progress of infection within the roots.

In the late 1970’s the ANVAS scheme was introduced to supply the 
Australian industry with clean nursery trees. Fungicides are not 
allowed to be used in the production of such trees as they mask the 
presence of Phytophthora and other pathogens.

Fig 1: (below) In the 1960s and 1970s Guy Ashburner (left) and  
Alan Jenyns controlled Phytophthora by natural means.
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Phytophthora Resistance in Avocado Rootstocks 

continued

In the 1980’s we saw the appearance of two systemic fungicides 
which are highly effective against Phytophthora. They are metalaxyl 
(Ridomil®) and potassium phosphonate (sold as Phosject® or 
under other trade names). Metalaxyl is active against a wider 
range of pathogens than potassium phosphonate but is prone to 
the development of resistance and can be quickly biodegraded in 
soils with a rapid loss of activity. Root rot is effectively managed 
by potassium phosphonate when applied as foliar sprays, trunk 
injections or bark sprays. It is mobile in both the xylem and phloem; 
is not metabolised and remains in plant tissue for some time. At high 
concentrations it controls Phytophthora by direct fungistatic action; 
at lower concentrations plant defence responses are thought to be 

activated to prevent further invasion.

A new era in agriculture
We are now entering a new era. Agriculture is facing major changes. 
Growers can no longer shift to new fertile land and access to water, oil, 
fertilizers and pesticides at low prices is drawing to a close. Climate 
change is a reality and agricultural industries will have to reduce their 
carbon emissions and develop more sustainable farming practices. Also 
food production will need to double in the next forty years to feed the 
world’s growing population. Improving plant health through genetic 
resistance obtained by selection and conventional breeding or by 
genetic transformation will help achieve this goal.

Most avocado trees in Australia are grafted on seedling rootstocks with 
seed coming from open-pollinated mother trees. This means that 
there is significant genetic variation in our orchards. There is a need 
to change from seedling rootstocks to vegetatively cloned rootstocks 
to overcome the problem of genetic variability. However the previous 
reliance on seedling rootstocks by the Australian industry can be used 
to our advantage. Seedlings from the three botanical races of avocado 
have been imported into this country since the late 1800’s. Although 
it will never be conclusively resolved some evidence suggests a centre 
of origin for Phytophthora cinnamomi which includes Malaysia- 
Indonesia- Papua New Guinea possibly extending into north eastern 

Australia. The first record of a plant disease thought to be caused by 
P. cinnamomi, was made in Australia in 1887. This means that some 
avocado seedling populations in Australia have been under selection 
pressure by the pathogen for more than 100 years. The implication 
is that most of the susceptible seedlings have been eliminated and 
surviving individuals must contain genes providing some resistance 
to the disease. 

The ability of rootstocks to survive and thrive under high Phytophthora 
pressure is thought to be due to quick regeneration of new roots as 
well as being able to restrict the colonization of roots by the pathogen. 
Root regenerative capacity largely depends on the speed at which P. 
cinnamomi infection reduces plant water and mineral reserves as 
continued photosynthetic activity is required to produce the building 
blocks for root replacement. The ability of roots to halt invasion by 
the pathogen is thought to be due to biochemical defences, such as 
an accumulation of phenolic compounds. The moderate resistance 
present in current clonal rootstocks is not sufficient to give control 
under all conditions. Amongst commercialised rootstocks, Merensky 2 
(Dusa™) is thought to possess the highest level of resistance currently 
available. Our challenge is to find a rootstock with even greater 
resistance which does not have to be supplemented with chemicals. 
However it is likely that high resistance may only be possible through 
genetic modification.

Dr George Zentmyer, University of California, Riverside started collecting 
and testing rootstocks for root rot resistance in 1952. This included 
material from the native homelands of avocado in Central America 
where P. cinnamomi did not occur. He found slight to moderate 
resistance to exist in the Mexican avocado cv. Duke, which was brought 
as seed from Mexico to California in 1912. Seedlings such as Duke 7 
were then propagated by cuttings to preserve their level of resistance to 
Phytophthora. Clonal rootstocks have been commercially planted in 
California since 1977. In recent years considerable research has been 
done on developing resistant rootstocks particularly in California, 
South Africa, Israel and Canary Islands. It seems that these programs 
continue to regularly identify new rootstocks with increased resistance. 

Fig 2:  A planting of Hass on Merensky 2 (Dusa™) rootstock in South 
Africa. Merensky 2 (Dusa™) currently provides a standard with which 

to compare other resistant rootstocks. 
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The South African rootstock Merensky 2 (Dusa™) is currently the 
bench mark. No clonal rootstock will be perfect for all situations hence 
a range of material will be required. Any clonal rootstock which shows 
promise of attaining commercial acceptance must also have precocity, 
high productivity and be tolerant to soil stress factors such as salinity.

The Australian rootstock 
improvement program
Our resistance research program involves three approaches.

•  Recovering, cloning and testing rootstocks from isolated surviving 
trees growing in orchards which have been subjected to long term 
Phytophthora pressure. These are referred to as ‘escape’ trees.

•  Testing progeny from old seedling trees which have survived in 
infested soil for decades. Superior selections are then cloned.

•  Importing promising clonal rootstocks from overseas programs.

All escape trees, seedling trees and imported rootstocks used in this 
research are indexed for sunblotch viroid.

In all our tests we consider the stock/scion combination in total. This 
is because graft unions have a physiological effect on trees and can 
reduce the flow of carbohydrates to roots (carbohydrates drive root 
growth and defence mechanisms) We also closely monitor stock/
scion combinations to ensure that they do not have unique disease 
susceptibilities not present in the separate components. This has 
occurred previously in South Africa where a Hass/Duke 6 combination 
developed severe stem pitting in the wood of the rootstock thought to 
be caused by a virus or fastidious bacteria.

We are also considering the influence of rootstocks on fruit quality, 
particularly the development of postharvest diseases. We have already 
shown that when Hass is grafted to Velvick seedling or clones, the 
incidence and severity of anthracnose is significantly reduced. 

In addition, new stock/scion combinations may be susceptible to 
new or previously unknown pathogens. For example, Phytophthora 
boehmeriae, P.heveae and P. citricola are reported to cause trunk 
cankers on avocado in other parts of the world. In surveys conducted 

between 1976 and 1981 in tropical rainforests in Queensland, Dr 
Bruce Brown of the Queensland Department of Forestry, found these 
three pathogens to be prevalent in rainforest soils. In California it has 
been found that some rootstocks with resistance to root rot caused by 
P.cinnamomi are susceptible to trunk canker caused by P.citricola. 
Thus we need to continue identifying the pathogens responsible 
for trunk cankers in Australia. To date, we have only recovered 
P.cinnamomi from such material.

Results
The selection approach has been successful so far in generating one 
clonal and three seedling rootstocks with substantial resistance to 
P.cinnamomi. The clonal rootstock (SHSR-04) was derived from an 
‘escape’ tree where the selection pressure from P.cinnnamomi was 
high. One of the seedling rootstocks (SHSR-02) is the progeny from an 
80-year-old mother tree which has prospered despite being surrounded 
by commercial trees infected with Phytophthora root rot. Selected 
seedlings from each population will now be cloned to perpetuate their 
unique genetic characteristics.

Further Reading
Brown, B. 1999. Occurrence of Phytophthora cinnamomi and other 
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Rainforest Cooperative Research Centre, Cairns, 41-76.

Menge, J.A. and Ploetz, R.C. 2003. Diseases of Avocado. In: Diseases 
of Tropical Fruit Crops (ed. R.C. Ploetz), CAB International, 
35-71.
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continued

Fig 4: Resistance in a seedling population (SHSR-02) from an 80-year-
old mother tree. The highly susceptible plants are Hass grafted to 

popular industry rootstocks; these industry rootstocks require potassium 
phosphonate treatment for successful production.

Fig 3: Resistance in Hass on rootstock SHSR-04; SHSR-04 was cloned 
from an isolated surviving tree growing in a field where trees were 

under high disease pressure.
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Evaluation of new fungicides for the control 

by Lindy Coates, Liz Dann,  

Luke Smith, Ken Pegg, Tony Cooke,  

Jay Anderson and Jan Dean.  
Fruit Pathology Team, QDPI&F, Indooroopilly 

Lindy.Coates@dpi.qld.gov.au 

In May 2007 we commenced a project to evaluate a range of new 
fungicides for control of fruit diseases in avocado, mango, passionfruit 
and lychee. The project is funded by a voluntary contribution from 
Nufarm Australia Limited which is matched by funds from Horticulture 
Australia Ltd. 

The two most important postharvest diseases of avocado fruit are 
anthracnose and stem-end rot (Plates 1 and 2).  Anthracnose is 
caused by the fungus Colletotrichum gloeosporioides, whereas stem-
end rot can be caused by a range of fungi including Fusicoccum 
aesculi (= Dothiorella aromatica), Lasiodiplodia theobromae 
and Colletotrichum gloeosporioides.  These diseases are currently 
controlled by a combination of strategies including pre- and postharvest 
fungicide application, orchard hygiene and postharvest temperature 
and ripening management.  In terms of preharvest fungicides, copper-
based protectants are applied on a calendar basis (every 28 days during 
dry weather, increasing the spray frequency to every 14 days during 
showery weather). It is also recommended that application of the 
strobilurin fungicide Amistar® be incorporated into the copper spray 
program to provide improved disease control.  In order to minimise 
the risk of pathogen resistance to Amistar®, however, no more than 
three Amistar® sprays should be applied per season.  Amistar® sprays 
are normally applied early in fruit development (1 spray) and then 
again close to harvest time (eg. 3-5 weeks before harvest and/or 1 week 
before harvest).  For postharvest treatment, application of the fungicide 
Sportak® as a non-recirculated overhead spray on the packingline is 
recommended for anthracnose control. 

Project results
In the first season we conducted two avocado field trials to compare 
late season spray applications of one experimental fungicide (NU1) 
with industry standard fungicides.  Late season spray applications of 
fungicides with post-infection activity may provide an alternative to 
postharvest fungicide treatments in some situations. 

Both trials were conducted on a block of ‘Hass’ trees at a property in 
northern NSW.  

Trial 1
the following treatments were applied:

1) Untreated control – no fungicide sprays or postharvest dips

2)  Experimental chemical 1 (NU1) at recommended rate – sprayed 
1 week before harvest

3)  Experimental chemical 1 (NU1) at 2 x recommended rate – 
sprayed 1 week before harvest

4) Amistar® at recommended rate – sprayed 1 week before harvest

5) Sportak® at recommended rate – applied as a postharvest dip

Fruit were stored at 22°C and assessed for incidence and severity of 
postharvest disease (anthracnose and stem-end rot) at the eating-ripe 
stage.  

The experimental fungicide NU1 applied as a spray one week before 
harvest, at either concentration, significantly reduced the incidence 
of anthracnose compared to the untreated control (Table 1(a)). 
Sportak® did not significantly reduce anthracnose incidence in this 
trial, which is a somewhat unusual result in our experience.  The fact 
that Sportak® was applied to fruit one week after the other treatments 
(ie. applied after harvest) may have contributed to this result, given 
that the fruit physiological status may have varied at the two different 
treatment times.   

None of the 
treatments, including 
the industry 
standard fungicides, 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
reduced stem-end 
rot compared to the 
untreated control 
(Table 1(b)).  Stem-
end rot in this trial 
was predominantly 
caused  by 
Fusicoccum aesculi 
and Lasiodiplodia 
theobromae.

Table 1: Comparison 
of late season spray 
applications of NU1 
to industry standard 

Plate 2: Symptoms of stem-end rot
Plate 1: Symptoms of anthracnose in ‘Hass’ (left)  

and a green-skinned cultivar (‘Fuerte’) (right)
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fungicides for fruit disease control:  severity and incidence of postharvest 
anthracnose and stem-end rot lesions at the eating-ripe stage following 
storage at 22°C.

(a) Anthracnose

Treatment
Severity 

(% surface area 
of fruit affected)

Incidence 
(% fruit  
affected)

Untreated control 3.4 22.9 a*

NU1 rate 1 - 1 week before harvest 0.8 8.8 b

NU1 rate 2 - 1 week before harvest 0.9 6.1 b

Amistar® – 1 week before harvest 0.8 4.6 b

Sportak® – postharvest dip 1.0 15.3 ab

(b) Stem-end rot

Treatment
Severity 

(% surface area 
of fruit affected)

Incidence 
(% fruit  
affected)

Untreated control 4.7 ab* 17.1

NU1 rate 1 - 1 week before harvest 5.5 ab 18.4

NU1 rate 2 - 1 week before harvest 7.5 a 15.4

Amistar® – 1 week before harvest 6.9 a 19.6

Sportak® – postharvest dip 1.5 b 10.8

*  Means followed by the same letter within columns do not differ 
significantly at P=0.05 using the LSD test. 

Trial 2

the following treatments were applied:

1) Untreated control – no fungicide sprays or postharvest dips

2)  Experimental chemical 1 (NU1) at recommended rate – sprayed 
1 week before harvest

3)  Experimental chemical 1 (NU1) at recommended rate – sprayed 
1 week and 6 weeks before harvest

4)  Experimental chemical 1 (NU1) at recommended rate – applied 
as a postharvest dip

5) Sportak® at recommended rate – applied as a postharvest dip

All treatments significantly reduced the incidence and severity of 
anthracnose compared to the untreated control, except for Sportak® 

which only reduced anthracnose severity (Table 2(a)). As stated 
previously, this result with Sportak® is not typical of its usual efficacy.  

All treatments except the two late season applications of NU1 (ie. 1 
and 6 weeks prior to harvest) reduced the incidence and severity of 
stem-end rot (Table 2(b)).  This was a rather curious result given that 
a single late season spray of NU1 one week prior to harvest did reduce 
stem-end rot in this trial.  Stem-end rot in this trial was caused by a 
mixture of Colletotrichum gloeosporioides,  Fusicoccum aesculi and 

Lasiodiplodia theobromae.

Table 2: Comparison of late season fungicide spray applications of 
NU1 to postharvest dip applications for fruit disease control:  severity 
and incidence of postharvest anthracnose and stem-end rot lesions at 
the eating-ripe stage following storage at 22°C.

(a) Anthracnose

Treatment
Severity 

(% surface area 
of fruit affected)

Incidence 
(% fruit  
affected)

Untreated control 3.6 a* 21.2 a

NU1 - 1 week before harvest 0.2 b 5.4 b

NU1 - 1 & 6 weeks before harvest 0.6 b 7.9 b

NU1 – postharvest dip 0.5 b 7.1 b

Sportak® – postharvest dip 0.9 b 17.9 a

(b) Stem-end rot

Treatment
Severity 

(% surface area 
of fruit affected)

Incidence 
(% fruit  
affected)

Untreated control 6.7 a* 26.3 a

NU1 - 1 week before harvest 3.1 bc 14.6 b

NU1 - 1 & 6 weeks before harvest 5.2 ab 23.0 ab

NU1 – postharvest dip 0.5 c 4.6 c

Sportak® – postharvest dip 0.7 c 5.0 c

*  Means followed by the same letter within columns do not differ 
significantly at P=0.05 using the LSD test. 

Conclusions
A single spray application of the experimental chemical NU1 one week 
before harvest gave good control of anthracnose. 

Control of stem-end rot by NU1 and current industry standard 
fungicides was variable and requires further investigation.

Future plans
A field trial to screen a range of new fungicides (including NU1) 
for disease control in ‘Hass’ avocado fruit is currently underway on 
another field site in northern NSW.   Results from this trial will be 
reported in a later issue of ‘Talking Avocados’. In consultation with 
Nufarm, we will then determine which of the experimental chemicals 
will be included in an anti-resistance strategy trial to be conducted 
in the 2008/2009 avocado season. The data generated will be used to 
support the registration process.
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Sunblotch disease – past, present or never  

with acute symptoms may recover and conversely, symptomless trees 
may develop typical symptoms following severe pruning or stumping. 
Seedlings from trees with typical symptoms may also be symptomless 
carriers of the pathogen. This reversion in symptoms appears to be 
related to minor changes in the genetic make-up of ASBVd – different 
strains of ASBVd may be present in different branches. Even in the 
absence of foliar symptoms, yield loss from ASBVd may still be 
significant. 

The principal way that ASBVd moves around is in contaminated 
nursery plants. Once introduced onto a property, ASBVd can then 
be transmitted from tree to tree on the blades of pruning tools and 

Avocado Growers
Searching for an alternative to your 
packing and marketing requirements? 
Questioning your charges, returns, fees 
and lack of transparency?

Sunnyspot Packhouse offers a packing and marketing 
service that aims to achieve the highest returns for 
your business through:
• Very competitive packing and freight rates
• High quality and packing standards.
• QA to service all major wholesale markets and chain  
 stores in Australia.
• Modern approach to packing and marketing   
 with good old fashioned, personalised service.
• Fruit pick-up and drop off points from Ravensbourne to  
 Kingaroy, Bundaberg to Northern NSW and every  
 where in-between.
• Custom packing and marketing for individual needs is  
 available if you have your own brand or market that  
 you would like use.
• Market reports regularly throughout the season.
• Stable and experienced management.
To find out how Sunnyspot can get you a higher Nett $ return per 
bin/kg, call Daryl or Sally Boardman to discuss this seasons packing 
and marketing requirements.

Ph 07 4697 8000   Mob 0427 151 033   www.sunnyspotfarm.com

by Andrew Geering and Vish Steele
QDPI&F,  andrew.geering@dpi.qld.gov.au 

The avocado industry has the dubious honour of having the smallest 
pathogen of any plant, animal, insect or other living organism in the 
world. This pathogen is Avocado sunblotch viroid (ASBVd), which 
at 247 nucleotides long, has about one ten millionth of the genetic 
content of humans. ASBVd is so small that it cannot even be seen 
using the most powerful microscope and therefore molecular detection 
assays must be used to reveal its presence in a tree. However, the disease 
caused by ASBVd, sunblotch disease, is much more obvious and reason 
for concern.

ASBVd causes a range of disease symptoms but is most typically 
associated with discoloured (white, yellow or pink) and depressed 
stem streaks, grooves on the older branches and lesions on the 
fruit. Symptoms on leaves are generally uncommon but in the early 
stages of infection, bleached or yellow areas may form around the 
leaf veins, which can progress to generalised variegation in the later 
stages of infection. The yield of infected trees has been estimated to be 
depreciated by 30% and further economic losses are incurred through 
the downgrading of fruit because of disfigurement and quarantine 
barriers imposed on fruit bound for some export markets. 

Avocado trees may be symptomless carriers of ASBVd. Over time, trees 
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probably also by natural grafting of the roots of neighbouring trees 
but if the block is clean at planting, then it is likely to remain this 
way for the duration of its life. Importantly, ASBVd is not transmitted 
by insects. For those unlucky enough to have trees affected by ASBVd, 
there is no cure and the only option is to destroy the diseased trees to 
prevent further spread.

To combat ASBVd and also Phytophthora cinnamomi, the Avocado 
Nursery Voluntary Accreditation Scheme (ANVAS) was introduced 
in 1978. ANVAS obliges participating nurseries to implement strict 
hygiene practices and to test nuclear stock for ASBVd on a regular basis. 
Judging by the infrequency at which ASBVd is now reported, it is likely 
that ANVAS has been successful in progressively eradicating ASBVd from 
Australia but claims of area-freedom need to be evidence-based. The 
last published report of ASBVd was in 1989. 

To try and provide data on the possible incidence and distribution of 
ASBVd in Australia, we are undertaking surveys as part of a project 
commissioned by the avocado industry. As one can imagine, looking 
for ASBVd is like looking for a needle in a haystack. Consequently, help 
is needed to find ASBVd as no one knows their avocado trees better 
than the farmer! If you suspect a tree to have sunblotch symptoms, we 
would be grateful to receive leaf samples for testing (see accompanying 
instructions on how to send a sample). Testing of a small number of 
trees is free and results will be kept confidential unless consent is given 
to publish the results.

a problem?

Information on the whereabouts of

Avocado sunblotch viroid
FREE TESTING of a maximum of 5 trees per property 

(until 30 June 2009)

To take up this offer:

• Collect a single leaf from eight different branches.

•  Wrap shoots in moistened newspaper or paper towelling 

and seal in a plastic bag.  Separately package leaves from 

different trees. Keep leaves out of sun.

•  On a piece of paper, provide 

- Your name and contact details.  

- Location of the tree  (property and block  

 or GPS coordinates). 

- Cultivar and approximate age of tree. 

- Symptoms.

• Send samples by express post to :

Ms Vish Steele  

Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries  

80 Meiers Road, Indooroopilly QLD 4068.

Test results will be kept confidential unless consent is 

provided to release the results.

Symptoms of Avocado sunblotch viroid. Photograph courtesy of the 
Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries, Queensland.
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Western Australian avocado industry 
development project back on track

by Alec McCarthy
Department of Agriculture and Food WA

Improving technology uptake in the WA avocado 
industry: HAL project AV06002 (non levy)

New Team member
The project team would like to welcome on board Dr Cengiz 
(pronounced Jengiz) Erol. Cengiz who has considerable experience 
in industry extension and irrigation management, will take over the 
role of Avocado Industry Development Officer after the departure of Dr 
Jonathan Cutting.

Background of the project
The WA avocado industry has been undergoing rapid expansion over 
the past five years that has seen not only increases in planted area 
but also many new growers in the industry. At the same time there 
has also been increased expansion in New Zealand who is the regions 
main market competition. The industry recognised that to maintain its 
market share and profitability it needed to ensure that it was using the 
worlds’ best practices aimed at high product quality and production 
levels. The industry also recognised that it could no longer rely on the 
efforts of a few volunteer growers to continue to drive the industry into 
the future. Therefore, it was decided to use industry generated funds 
and develop a project that would steer the industry into the future. 
The project is designed to be flexible so that it can grow and evolve 
with the industry as it changes and new opportunities or risks present 
themselves.

Initial developments
The starting phase of the project has been the completion of a 
comprehensive survey of the WA avocado industry to determine the size 
and demographics of the industry, along with information on markets, 
production techniques, grower development, industry issues, perceived 
technology gaps and communication preferences.

Survey summary
The avocado industry in Western Australia has continued to grow 
rapidly over the past seven years. This survey shows where the growth 

has been and helps forecast what the avocado supply and seasonality 
will be in the near future.  

The key survey findings are:

• since 2000 the industry has grown by almost 170 per cent  
•  there are now more than 1,000 hectares calculated planted to 

avocados  
• the numbers of growers appears to be stable
• average orchard size has increased
• more than 97 per cent of all plantings are of the Hass variety
• most new plantings have been in the Lower South West
• production in 2006/7 was more than 5,225 tonnes
•  in 2006/7 the state average yield was calculated at 10.3 tonnes per 

ha
•  more than 50 per cent of all WA produced fruit is now sold out of 

state.

Future trends and conclusions:
•  the avocado industry production will continue to grow from the 

present 5,000 tonnes to more than 10,000 tons by 2012 and is 
estimated to contribute more than $50 million to the Australian 
economy

•  growers have moved, and will continue to move, to high density 
plantings of the order of 350-370 trees per hectare

•  an increasing percentage of the fruit will be late season (early 
October to end February harvest)

•  an increased percentage of the fruit will need to be shipped to the 
Eastern States and WA growers will experience increased market 
competition with New Zealand fruit

• there is an increasing risk of alternate bearing

•  key technical issue for growers in the future will be market reliability 
– both supply and fruit quality.

The next stages
The project now moves onto the analysis of the results of the survey 
and the use of this information along with further consultation with 
industry to develop a new industry strategic development document 
and an effective communication strategy for the WA avocado industry.

Anderson’s Nursery
Graham & Viviene Anderson
Duranbah Road
Duranbah NSW
Ph:  02 6677 7229

Avocado Coast Nursery
Greg Hopper
Schulz Road, 
Woombye  Qld
Ph:  07 5442 2424

Birdwood Nursery
Peter and Sandra Young
71-83 Blackall Range Rd
Nambour  Qld
Ph:  07 5442 1611

Turkinje Nursery
Peter & Pam Lavers
100 Henry Hannam Drive
Walkamin  Qld
Ph:  0419 781 723

ANVASACCREDITEDNURSERIES
ANVAS accredited trees can be purchased from the following nurseries:
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MEETING NOTICES

Meeting Notice

Annual Avocado 
Levy Payers  
Meeting

Avocado Industry Advisory 
Committee and the Avocados 
Australia Board advise that the 

2008 Annual Avocado 
Levy Payers Meeting 

Will be held at:

Mareeba International Club, 
Vaughan St Mareeba QLD 4880

On Wednesday 17 September 
2008 commencing at 3:00pm.

Purpose of the meeting:

For Levy payers to receive presentations 
from the Avocado Industry Advisory 
Committee and the Avocados Australia 
Board on the Industry Strategic Plan, 
the Annual Investment Plan and the 
IAC Annual Report (including reports 
from Horticulture Australia on the 
R&D and Marketing Programs).

Avocados Australia Limited 
ABN 87 105 853 807

Notice of the  
5th Annual  
General Meeting
Notice is hereby given to the voting 
Members of Avocados Australia Limited 
that the 5th Annual General Meeting of 
Avocados Australia Limited will be held 
at the Mareeba International Club, Vaughan 

St Mareeba Qld 4880 on Wednesday 17 
September 2008 commencing at 1:30 pm.

Business of the Meeting:

1   To consider and approve the minutes of the 

25 September 2007 Annual General Meeting

2  Chairman’s Report

3  Chief Executive Officer’s Report

4  Financial Statements and Reports

Presentation and consideration of the financial 

statements of the Avocados Australia Limited, 

Directors’ and Auditors’ Reports for the year ended 

30 June 2008. 

5  Auditors

Appointment of auditors for the 2008-2009 

financial year. 

6  Other Business

Consideration of any other business for which 

proper notice has been given.

By Order of the Board.

Antony Allen 
Company Secretary

If you are unable to attend the AGM, a member 

entitled to attend and vote, is entitled to appoint 

a proxy to attend and vote in their stead. Proxy 

forms will be provided directly to all members of 

Avocados Australia Limited. 
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Infocado Update

Production forecasts for August and September are lower than last 
year due mainly to a reduction in the earlier forecast from Central 
Queensland.  As forecasts stand, dispatches to market will need to be 
around 150,000 trays per week. (below) 

The New Zealand export estimate to Australia for 2008-09 is looking to 
be about 1.3 million trays. This compares with an actual total of 1.98 
million trays for the 2007-08 season from New Zealand. (above) 

The increased Western Australian crop will certainly work to balance 
the loss in New Zealand fruit across the summer. Managing the flow of 
fruit through the October, November and December 2008 period will be 
critical for setting up the coming 2009 season.

It is critical that everyone is mindful of the increasing volumes from 
February 2009 onwards. This is our preliminary indication/warning 
to the coming 2009 season. These are very early estimates but it is 
important to begin to consider the implications of this increase and 
what needs to be put in place across the supply chain manage this 
type of volume. The next forecast available in the November edition of 
Talking Avocados will be the critical crop forecast for 2009. 

July 2008 to June 2009 
Australian Avocado Production Estimates 

5.5kg eqv trays 
 

North Queensland        1,182,409  

Central Queensland        2,956,840  

Sunshine Coast          480,035  

Southern Queensland        1,319,367  

Northern NSW          354,701  

Central NSW          794,412  

Tri State          217,318  

WA        1,085,412  

Total        8,390,494  

Jul 07 to Jun 08 Dispatches & Jul 08 to Jun 09 Forecasts  

Avocados by Variety 

Dispatches Forcasts
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Infocado Update

continued

Orchard Profiles
Based on the successful pilot of the Orchard Profile project in Western 
Australia and the Tristate region earlier this year, this project is 
continuing with some minor changes.  Growers in New South Wales 
and Queensland can expect to receive their forms by both mail and 
email in the coming months.  An example of the data being collected 
is illustrated below.  With the cooperation of all growers by the end 
of the year the project will have collected orchard information and 
productivity data on all growing regions throughout Australia.  This 
is critical information for accurately forecasting long term Australian 
production and planning industry marketing strategies.  The system 
will also link in with Infocado and will be used to develop tools to assist 
growers in forecasting future next season’s crops.  

Retail Price Surveys
Retail price surveys are now being conducted in 4 capital cities 
including Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth.  In coming weeks 
you can expect to see retail price trends for these capital cities from the 
major retail outlets as well as from Independent retailers.  Prices will be 

collected on a Monday and reported on Tuesday including information 
on statewide specials.  

For more information go to www.avocado.org.au and click on the 
“Industry” tab on the right hand side of the front page of the site.

Infocado Wholesale Module
Wholesalers in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne and Perth have now started 
contributing to the Infocado system.  On a weekly basis wholesalers 
are entering data including their weekly receivals from packhouses 
and growers, their sales and weekly stock on hand.  This data will 
be included in upcoming Infocado reports.  The involvement of the 
Wholesale sector in the Infocado system is an important step forward 
for the Industry.  Not only will it provide packhouses with a clearer 
picture of how much fruit is on the retail floor at any point in time and 
also the level of stock on hand which will assist in weekly marketing 
decisions but it also helps to break down the communication barriers 
between these sectors of the supply chain. An example of the type of 
new information that will be reported through Infocado is illustrated 
below.

Weekly National Sales (example data)
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Avocado R&D and marketing program 
overview July 2008

by John Tyas
Industry Services Manager, Horticulture Australia

Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL) is a national research, development 
and marketing organisation.  HAL is an industry-owned company that 
invests more than $80 million annually in research and development 
(R&D) and marketing projects for the benefit of horticulture.  HAL 
works in partnership with the horticulture sector to invest in programs 
that provide benefit to Australian horticultural industries. The avocado 
industry invests through HAL in R&D and marketing programs using 
avocado levies and voluntary contributions.  All R&D funds are 
matched, dollar for dollar, by the Australian Government through the 
HAL program.  

The avocado investment program is reviewed and adjusted annually 
in line with the industry’s strategic plan, developed in 2005.  There 
are three key platforms of the strategic plan which are being addressed 
through various projects: 

1. Projects to drive Revenue Growth, 

2.  Projects to improve Production & Marketing Systems, and

3. Projects to facilitate sound Industry Management.   

Projects relevant to the avocado industry are funded through four 
different ways and these are:

1. Avocado grower levies, 

2. “Voluntary contributions” (VC projects), 

3.  “Multi industry” projects where the avocado industry jointly 
funds a project with one or more industries (MT or HG projects) 
and 

4.  “Across industry” projects that are funded by all horticultural 
industries including avocados. (AH projects)

VC projects that relate to avocados can be found below with the 
grey shaded background.

MT or HG projects funded by avocado levies can be found below 
with the yellow shaded background.

AH projects can be found below with the 
blue shaded background

Following is a snapshot of the current avocado program funded 
through HAL. For further details on the specific projects, we encourage 
you to contact the relevant Principle Investigator. 

   is a Grower Marketing Organisation that has been in business for over 10 years.

Proven and successful marketing for domestic and export markets.
Enjoy the benefits of working within a Grower group.

Packing available in approved packhouses.

Call us to discuss ways we can help you to maximise return on your investment. 
We will come to you!
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Avocado R&D and marketing program  overview July 2008 

continued

REVENUE GROWTH

AV08500 Avocado domestic promotion program

Project Start:  1-July-2008

Project Completion: 30-June-2009

Principle Investigator: Ms Gunjan Tandan, Horticulture Australia 
Ltd, 02 8295 2341, 

Service Providers: Creative: De Pasquale, Media Buying: Initiative, 
Word of Mouth Sampling: PPC Group

Funding source: Marketing Levies  

SUMMARY

This program aims to increase the consumption of avocados at 
profitable prices at grower level. The program takes the “Add An Avo” 
campaign into it’s third year to further promote the key messages 
i.e. versatility of the avocados and health aspects. The tagline of the 
campaign - “Add ‘n’ Avo” shows the easiness of adding avocados to 
a wide variety of dishes. The main target audience for this campaign 
is Female Grocery Buyers between 20 and 54 with an income of over 
$35,000.  

The domestic campaign consists of 6 key activity areas funded from 
the marketing levy:

1. Development of creative imagery

2. Consumer Advertising
  Magazine
  Television
  On-Line

3. Website Optimisation

4. Niche Market Advertising

5. Nutritionist as spokes-person

6. Co-operative Promotion

Development of creative imagery

New creative magazine as well as online banner advertisements will be 
created to add to the existing ones to ensure they receive the attention 
needed for a good cut-through.  Three more versatility ads will be 
added, focussing on how avocados can be used in different recipes 
(Italian- pasta, red meat, Mexican) and one ad specifically targeted 
at the niche market of expectant mothers and mothers with toddlers 
under the age of 3. Three different types of banner ads will also be 
developed using the new creatives/shapes. 

Consumer advertising

Magazines are a great platform to educate consumers and a 
comprehensive media plan has been developed to ensure the target 
audience is reached.  TV will provide avocados with exposure to a large 
audience and will create great awareness at the start of the campaign. 
The TV commercial will air on one prime time spot and sponsorships 

have been secured on Lifestyle channel, Fresh TV (channel 9) 
and Ready Steady Cook (Channel 10). There will also be banner 
advertisements on popular websites. One of the best features of on-line 
advertising is its measurability.  It is now possible to measure how 
many people see your banner, print the recipe and click through to the 
avocado website. In addition to that, the target audience uses on-line 
very frequently, at least once a month if not weekly.

Website optimisation

The structure and layout of the avocado consumer website will be 
updated to make it more consumer friendly and also to make it more 
search engine optimised. It will be converted from a Flash based 
website into HTML coding, which will make it quicker to download and 
easier to read for search engines which will improve Avocados listing 
on websites such as Google. The content of the avocado website will 
also be updated and new and exciting recipes will be added regularly. 
This will ensure that the avocado website will attract more returning 
visitors as well as new visitors.

Niche marketing advertising

The niche market which the avocado industry is focusing on is 
(expecting) mothers with young toddlers. This audience is being reached 
through advertising in relevant magazines such as Practical Parents 
and Pregnancy & Birth. In addition to magazine advertisements, word 
of mouth sampling will also be used to target this section of the target 
audience. Avocados will be sampled through informal presentations in 
community venues, clubs and homes. The presentations are interactive 
giving the consumers the opportunity to learn about, taste, touch, trial 
and get enthusiastic about avocado.

Nutritionist spokesperson

Zoe Bingley-Pullin has been contracted on behalf of the industry as 
the avocado spokesperson. Founder of Nutritional Edge, Zoe Bingley-
Pullin, has long been passionate about food. A nutritionist (Diploma 
of Nutrition, Sydney) and internationally trained chef (Le Cordon 
Bleu School, London), Zoe helps people embrace the benefits of food 
through education and understanding. As a spokesperson on behalf of 
the avocado industry, Zoe’s main aim will be to emphasise the health 
message and make it more credible than it would be if the industry 
would solely be relying on paid advertising. 

Cooperative promotions  

A small allocation has been made to encourage growers, state 
organizations, market authorities, wholesalers and retailers to promote 
in a consistent manner to the nationally developed positioning to build 
brand equity.

AV07003 Determination of health-promoting bioactives 
in Australian avocados

Project Start:  31-Jan-2008

Project Completion: 30-Oct-2008
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Avocado R&D and marketing program  overview July 2008 

continued

Principle Investigator: Dr Dimitrios Zabaras, Food Science 
Australia, 02 9490 8333 

Funding source: Matched R&D levies

SUMMARY 

The proposed project will generate valuable information about the 
levels of beneficial components found in Australian avocado fruits 
and assess their potential health-promoting effects. This information 
could then be used as a tool to further educate avocado consumers 
and strengthen the position of avocados in minds of the national and 
international public. 

AV07025 Benchmarking the usage and attitudes of 
health professionals

Project Start:  01-Apr-2008

Project Completion: 04-Jul-2008

Principle Investigator: Joseph Ebbage, 
Consumer Insights, 0407 543 340

Funding source: Matched R&D Levies 

SUMMARY

This project aims to improve our understanding of the attitudes and 
behaviours of key health professionals in relation to avocados. The 
project will help to identify the key drivers of professional health advice 
in relation to avocados and nutrition and create benchmarks that can 
be subsequently remeasured to identify attitudinal and behavioural 
change over time.

The recommended groups of health professionals to be included in the 
research project are:
 • GP’s
 • Dietitians

 • Gym/personal trainers
 • Naturopaths
 • Pre & post natal care nurses

AV08009 Avocado communications program to health 
professionals

Project Start:  01-Jul-2008

Project Completion: 30-May-2009

Principle Investigator: Gunjan Tanden, HAL, 02 8295 2376

Service Provider: TBA

Funding source: Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

PROJECT CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT

This project aims to conduct an avocado health literature review and 
produce a concise information booklet for health professionals. This 
will provide the health community and key health regulators with a 
reference resource that summarizes the key benefits avocados can offer 
when added to a daily eating plan. The aim is to increase credibility 
and awareness of the health benefits of avocados within the health 
professional community.

AV08016 Avocado pilot school program

Project Start:  01-Oct-2008

Project Completion:  31-Dec-2009

Principle Investigator: Gunjan Tanden, HAL, 02 8295 2376

Service Provider: TBA

Funding source:  Matched R&D Levies 

SUMMARY

PROJECT CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT

The objective of this project is to develop an avocado pilot education 
program based on health, uses and growing systems.   The project aims 
to plan and implement a pilot program for assessment and potential 
expansion into primary schools in all capital cities.  

AV07024 Market opportunity for avocados beyond fresh 
fruit sales

Project Start: 25-Apr-2008

Project Completion:  28-Nov-2008

Principle Investigator: Jenny Margetts, 
p2p business solutions, 07 3366 2710

Funding source:  Matched R&D Levies 

SUMMARY
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Avocado R&D and marketing program  overview July 2008 

continued

This project aims to investigate the market variables and potential 
opportunities available to the avocado industry to develop a viable 
processing sector to assist in providing alternate supply chains for low 
grade fruit.

This project will provide a detailed report which will identify potential 
market development opportunities for the utilisation of low grade fruit 
in the Australian market. It will look at the limitations of each market 
segment in regard to costs and competitors. It will also provide case 
studies of other business development models of ‘like’ products that 
have been undertaken and identify the key attributes of their success 
or failure. 

The project will provide guidance to HAL, Avocados Australia and 
industry members in regard to future investment in avocado processing 
projects. The measure of its benefit may be difficult to quantify, but it 
is hoped the project will lead to identification of new market segments 
and corresponding beneficial investment for the industry.

AV07026 Avocado US market access support – Phase 1

Project Start:  01-Aug-2008

Project Completion: 31-Oct-2008

Principle Investigator: TBA

Funding source: Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

PROJECT CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT

With the current industry production growth there is a strong need to 
consider export markets that have a profitable return when compared 
to Australian production costs.  A submission for market access of 
Australian Avocados to the US was submitted to Biosecurity Australia 
in 2002.  Phase 1 of this initiative aims to develop a plan/scoping 
study for the US market access and development.  The project will 
investigate the market to determine whether other market barriers can 
be overcome – e.g. economics, supply capability, MRLs. 

AV08015 Avocado US market access support – Phase 2

Project Start:  01-Oct-2008

Project Completion: 31-Dec-2011

Principle Investigator: TBA

Funding source: Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

PROJECT CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Depending on the success of Phase 1, this project aims to contract local 
US support to facilitate a shorter timeline for Australian avocado access 
to the US market. 

AV07023 Avocado weekly retail price survey

Project Start:  25-Jun-2008

Project Completion: 30-Aug-2012

Principle Investigator: Antony Allen, 
Avocados Australia Ltd, 07 3846 6566

Funding source: Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

The Australian avocado industry is experiencing an extremely large 
growth phase in production with a 25% increase in 2007 and a further 
increase of 17.5% forecast in 2008. Creating an environment in 
which market forces work efficiently to clear product quickly through 
the market is essential under these conditions.  Currently, the retail 
avocado market tends to operate independently from these market 
forces thus creating the situation where market signals are not clear 
and fruit can become backed up in the system.  Although growers have 
a very good understanding of the prices they are receiving for fruit there 
is not an up to date retail price reporting system to alert them when 
market forces aren’t operating to clear the market. Equally, consumers 
are also unaware at any point in time as to the price differentials 
between wholesale prices growers are receiving and retail prices they 
are paying.  

This project is aimed at providing clear retail price data to assist 
consumers and the market to make informed decisions.

CHEMJET
AUSTRALIANMADE

•  Easy to see new RED handle.

• Simpler assembly system.

• New Nylon Body.

•  Volume measurement markings 
of 5, 10, 15 & 20ml.

• New 20mm tapered tip.

For cost efficient injections 
of Phosphonates, Pestercides, Fungicides, 
Fertilizers & Trace Elements

16 Kendall Street Bongaree Qld 4507

Ph 07 3408 0388
Fax 07 3408 3963
Email chemjet@powerup.com.au

www.chemjet.com.au

T R E E  I N J E C T O R
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MT07065: Consumer tracking study

Project Start:  2-July-2007

Project Completion: 30-Sept-2010

Principle Investigator: David Chenu, HAL, 02 8295 2381

Service Provider: Brand Story Pty Limited, 02 8399 3850, steve@
brandstory.com.au 

Funding source:  Matched R&D levy and marketing levy 
(multiple industries)

SUMMARY

This project provides an on line tracking study to monitor a range 
of marketing metrics for assorted horticultural industries.  The 
objective is to track consumption, attitudinal and purchasing 
behaviour and category perceptions; track change in product 
positioning for the participating industries and their impacts on 
key performance indicators, and to assist future strategic planning 
development.

The project uses a national data base for tracking responses via an 
on line questionnaire. The study is national, with the target market 
of main grocery buyers. 

The study will be conducted in 6 waves over two years with three 
debriefs to industry, using a total sample of 1800 people.  

The outcomes will assist in planning and market development 
projects by monitoring changes in environmental and market 
factors affecting the drivers of the horticulture industry.

MT08015: Data collection program

Project Start:  01-July-2008

Project Completion: 30-June-2010

Principle Investigator: Roger Bramble, HAL, , 02 8295 2305

Funding source:  Matched R&D levy (multiple industries)

SUMMARY:

This data collection project gives the Fruit, Vegetable and Nut 
industries access to relevant data in a cost effective manner. This 
project will fund the collection by HAL of Australian retail market 
data, indicative wholesale data and export and import trade data. 

This data will then enable industries to gain greater insight into the 
industries seasonal performance and global trading environment 
as well as providing a high level of quantitative data to support 
their current and future marketing and supply chain modelling 
activities.

AV08013 Avocado consumer research

Project Start:  01-Apr-2009

Project Completion: 30-Dec-2009

Principle Investigator: Gunjan Tanden, HAL, 02 8295 2376

Service Provider: TBA

Funding source:  Matched R&D Levies 

SUMMARY

PROJECT CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT

The outcomes of this research will be used to evaluate the previous 
marketing campaign and will be the foundation for the new campaign 
moving forward. As the coming season will be the last year in a 3 year 
strategic marketing campaign, the avocado industry will revisit the 
consumer research carried out by Bread and Butter in 2005 to check 
whether or not the marketing campaign has achieved the objectives 
and goals which were set out in the beginning of the research. It will 
also provide the foundation for the next strategic marketing plan.

PRODUCTION and 

MARKETING SYSTEMS

AV06006 Scoping of a national avocado quality system 
and management of avocado industry information 
systems

Project Start: 01-Oct-2006

Project Completion: 30-Sep-2009

Principle Investigator: Joanna Embry, 
Avocados Australia Ltd, 07 3846 6566

Funding source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

The aim of this project is multifaceted.  Firstly it aims to identify 
where the industry currently sits in terms of quality and productivity.  
It provides a management role to a separate supply chain project 
aimed at identifying points in the supply chain where issues related 
to productivity and product quality should be addressed.  It also 
aims to develop a system (based on learning from overseas and other 
industries) for developing a quality standard and maintaining that 
standard.  Additionally it aims to implement a system for forecasting 
future production and monitoring changes in productivity over time.

Two of the main issues which impact on the returns to avocado growers 
are related to fruit quality management and the efficiency of avocado 
production and marketing systems.  Both of these issues are being 
addressed through this project.

The implementation of a productivity data collection system and the 
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outcomes from the supply chain project will provide growers with the 
tools to benchmark their productivity and quality against the industry 
as a whole and to identify where issues impacting on quality and 
productivity occur. Similarly the rest of the supply chain including 
wholesalers, marketers, pack houses, ripeners and retailers will have 
the opportunity to achieve this outcome with regard to quality. The 
scoping of a quality management system will provide the potential 
for businesses to be rewarded for supplying a resulting higher quality 
product. The crop flow (infocado) and productivity data collection 
system will also provide the industry as a whole with more accurate 
and timely short term and long term information to assist in planning 
affective marketing programs over time.

AV08017 Avocado supply chain education materials

Project Start:  01-Nov-2008

Project Completion: 31-Dec-2009

Principle Investigator: TBA

Funding source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

PROJECT CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT

The objective of this project is to develop supply chain education 
materials to fill gaps identified by the supply chain mapping and 
resource audit. 

The project will:

1.  Identify gaps in currently available education materials to assist the 
industry in supplying high quality avocados to consumers.

2.  Using available up to date research results develop educational 
materials (in partnership/consultation with the relevant sectors 
of the supply chain) such as but not limited to, posters, glove box 
manuals, audio visual tools and interactive web based material.

3. Work with each of the relevant sectors to ensure uptake of material 

AV07005 Development and commercial application of an 
avocado fruit robustness test

Project Start:  04-Jan-2008

Project Completion: 31-May-2011

Principle Investigator: Danielle Le Lagadec, Qld DPI

Funding source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

Despite considerable research effort, quality of the ripe avocado flesh 
(hereafter referred to as fruit quality) remains a problem for the 
industry, slowing domestic and export expansion. Several research 
projects have focused on production factors contributing to poor 
fruit quality. Since fruit quality appears to be influenced by a large 

number of both biotic and abiotic factors, recent studies have focused 
on identifying specific fruit characteristics which can be linked to 
quality, e.g. Calcium or Nitrogen levels in fruit. While good correlations 
were found in some studies the results were not consistent, and it has 
been difficult to reliably manipulate fruit minerals concentrations to 
improve quality.  

With increased market supply and likely increased on-tree and market 
storage, quality issues will become more important to the Australian 
industry. An accurate knowledge of fruit quality will then become an 
important criterion on which growers can base marketing decisions 
(for example the ability of a consignment to withstand storage after 
harvest). 

In this project, a fruit robustness test applied before the start of 
commercial harvest will be evaluated as an indicator of expected retail 
fruit quality. The applicability of the test to the Australian industry will 
also be evaluated to establish how the test can be used in marketing 
decisions, and estimate the cost benefit to growers and consumers. 

AV08022 Avocado quality monitoring via library tray 
system

Project Start:  01-Feb-2009

Project Completion:  31-May-2009

Principle Investigator:  TBA

Funding Source:  Matched R&D Levies 

SUMMARY

PROJECT CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT

The initial quality and/or robustness of an avocado when it is picked 
impacts heavily on how it arrives to the consumer.  Growers need a 
system to measure the robustness of fruit from individual blocks and 
trees within their orchards to determine the most suitable markets for 
that fruit.

The aim of this project is to investigate the implementation of a library 
tray system for the industry.

AV07028 Marketing awareness program 

Project Start:  15-Apr-2008

Project Completion:  29-Aug-2008

Principle Investigator:  Jenny Margetts, 
p2p business solutions, 07 3366 2710

Funding source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

The aim of this project is to improve avocado growers’ and packers’ 
understanding and awareness of marketing related issues impacting 
on the profitability of individual enterprises and the overall industry. 
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The project will draw on information from the Infocado Summit (April 
2008) and produce a newsletter and complimentary CD using a radio 
interview format. 

This newsletter and CD will be sent out together with ‘Talking 
Avocados’ and will also be promoted through the avocado website and 
email newsletter.

AV08018 Development of an avocado ripening manual

Project Start:  01-Nov-2008

Project Completion: 31-May-2010

Principle Investigator: TBA

Funding source:  Matched R&D Levies and voluntary 
contribution

SUMMARY

PROJECT CURRENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT

This project aims to improve avocado quality outturns through 
the development of best practice in avocado ripening. Ripening 
of avocados has been an under researched and documented 
process within the avocado supply chain. The ripening process is a 
critical point in determining the quality outcome for avocados and 
quality improvement is an essential industry strategy to improve 
consumption. The project aims to document the ripening processes 
and procedures for avocados.  

AV08019 Avocado retail quality monitoring

Project Start:  01-Oct-2008

Project Completion: 31-May-2009

Principle Investigator: Antony Allen, 
Avocados Australia Limited, 07 3846 6566

Funding Source: Matched R&D Levies 

SUMMARY

NOT YET APPROVED

Retail surveys are currently being conducted (AV07018) to gather 
baseline data on the level of quality supplied by various stores in Perth, 
Sydney, Brisbane and Melbourne.  The project is aimed at measuring 
how much fruit at the retail level currently fulfills consumers’ quality 
demands and what differences exist in quality, between store types 
and/or seasons. Once these baseline results have been collated and 
communicated to the retailers there needs to be an ongoing process to 
monitor quality to assist in making improvements, which is the aim of 
this follow-on project. 

AV04008 The development of canopy management 
strategies suited to the different growing environments 
across Australia for increased profitability 

Project Start:  1-July-2004

Project Completion: 31-August-2008

Principle Investigator: John Leonardi, 
Avocados Australia Limited, 07 3846 6566

Funding source:  Matched R&D levies

SUMMARY

Maintaining a profitable avocado orchard means having a reliable crop 
each year. Managing the tree canopy is one of the major production 
issues confronting the Australia avocado industry. The avocado tree 
must produce new growth each year to remain productive, however this 
continued growth will result in increased tree size that can eventually 
lead to orchard crowding and deterioration in fruit yield and quality. 
In addition, tree size presents a problem with regard to harvesting, and 
spraying for effective pest and disease control.

Previous work on canopy management (AV00007) made significant 
advances in mechanised pruning techniques and growth regulator 
application in warm, subtropical environments, and the review of 
canopy management systems (AV02006) identified several strategies 
currently employed by individual growers in the main production 
districts. However, further work is required to identify canopy 
management strategies that can be successfully implemented in all 
major growing areas before wider industry recommendations can 
be made. The proposed project, conducted by Dr John Leonardi, will 
evaluate the ‘most promising’ canopy management systems in terms 
of cost of operation, impact on yield, fruit quality and tree size and the 
net return per hectare. Studies on the timing of pruning and of growth 
regulator application to minimise regrowth and maximise fruit yield 
and fruit quality under Australian conditions are also proposed.

Results from this research will form the basis of new recommendations 
for canopy management systems for the Australian avocado industry.

AV06001 Improving spraying and management of 
spotting bugs in avocados

Project Start:  1-07-2006

Project Completion: 1-10-2008

Principle Investigator: Growing Greener Growers, 
Dr Henry Drew, 07 5445 0032

Funding source:  Matched R&D levy

SUMMARY

The aim of this project is to hold practical, hands-on one-day 
workshops on spotting bug management and sprayer calibration in the 
main avocado growing regions in Australia. 
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The workshops would be held on-farm and involve spotting bug 
monitoring techniques, pest and damage identification, hands on 
sprayer calibration, spray assessment using water sensitive papers and 
calibration calculations. The workshops would update growers on 
canopy volume concepts and recent product label changes relating to 
Dilute and Concentrate spraying, to complement the 1997 manual on 
Efficient Pesticide Use in Tree Crops.

The workshops should result in better monitoring and management of 
spotting bug including improved spray application and effectiveness. 
Improved calibration should result in fewer sprays applied, lower off-
target impacts, better quality fruit and improved returns to growers. It 
will also give the participating growers the skills to continually adapt 
their practices to new challenges.

AV07001 Investigation of the distribution and incidence 
of Avocado sunblotch viroid in Australia

Project Start:  10-July-2007

Project Completion: 30-March-2010

Principle Investigator: Dr Andrew Geering, 
QLD Department of Primary Industries & Fisheries, 07 38969353

Funding source:  Matching R&D Levies 

SUMMARY

Avocado sunblotch viroid (ASBVd) is a serious constraint to avocado 
production in many of the major production areas of the world such 
as the USA. 

Area-freedom from ASBVd would provide great benefits for the 
Australian avocado industry, especially by opening up market 
opportunities through the removal of quarantine barriers preventing 
the international trade of fruit to some countries. Official recognition 
of area freedom from any pathogen is guided by the International 
Plant Protection Convention, which states that pathogen-free status 
must first be established and then be maintained through a range of 
regulatory actions, routine monitoring and the provision of extension 
advice to producers. 

In this project, baseline data will be provided on the distribution of 
ASBVd in Australia, which will form the basis of any decisions to seek 
area-freedom status from ASBVd, or alternatively, if ASBVd is found, 
provide information on its economic impact. To process the large 
numbers of samples arising from the surveys, it is necessary to develop 
high throughput testing methods utilising automated equipment, the 
second objective of this project.

AV07000 Improving yield and quality in avocado 
through disease management

Project Start: 02-Jul-2007

Project Completion: 30-Sep-2010

Principle Investigator:  Dr Elizabeth Dann, QLD DPI

Funding source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

The aim of this project is to improve avocado fruit standards by 
optimising fruit yields, fruit quality and tree health while, in alignment 
with changing attitudes, reducing the use of chemicals to control 
diseases in orchards. Avocado fruit are downgraded or destroyed by 
fungal diseases causing anthracnose and stem-end rot. Root rot 
caused by Phytophthora cinnamomi constrains productivity and if not 
actively controlled will eventually kill an avocado tree. Of increasing 
concern, has been the anecdotal evidence of the spread of the brown 
root rot fungus, Phellinus noxius and little is known of its impact on 
the avocado industry.

It has become evident that rootstocks have significant influence on 
the overall health of the avocado tree so it is vital that attributes 
of the many rootstocks available worldwide are assessed for their 
superiority (and suitability) in Australian conditions. The aim is to 
select rootstocks with superior tolerance to root rot and, at the same 
time, have a positive impact on fruit yield and fruit quality. The use of 
phosphorous acid in avocado is essential to maintain economic yields 
and high quality fruit even with relatively tolerant rootstocks. Current 
data suggests that timing of application is critical as seasonal growth 
patterns can significantly influence movement of chemicals in a tree. It 
is important that the current application programme is evaluated and 
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the cost effectiveness of application improved. In addition to optimising 
phosphorous acid application, new products such as defence activators 
and systemic fungicides with improved post-infection activity will be 
assessed for their effectiveness in disease control.

The project will focus on 3 main areas: 

1.  Improved management of root rot caused by Phytophthora 
cinnamomi.

2.  Improved management of fruit diseases such as anthracnose and 
stem-end rot.

3.  A scoping study to determine the incidence, severity and control 
options of the fungus, Phellinus noxius.

Industry will benefit with:

1.  Improved selection of root rot tolerant rootstocks suitable for 
Australian conditions

2. Improved fruit yields and quality

3. More efficient integrated management of root and fruit diseases

4. Improved cost effectiveness of phosphorous acid application

5.  An impact study on the occurrence, incidence, economic impact and 
control options of Phellinus noxius.

AV08000 Rootstock improvement for the Australian 
avocado industry – Phase 3

Project Start:  01-Aug-2008

Project Completion: 01-Dec-2012

Principle Investigator: Dr Tony Whiley, 
Sunshine Horticultural Services Pty Ltd, 07 5441 5441.

Funding source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

NOT YET APPROVED

The Australia avocado industry has continued to expand for the most 
part, using an ad hoc range of rootstocks selected by nurserymen for 
which there is no data to substantiate their performance. Despite a 
technically sound nursery scheme (ANVAS) to supply disease-free, true-
to-type trees to industry, the development and use of superior rootstocks 
largely remains in limbo. ‘Velvick’, (predominantly West Indian 
race), is one local rootstock selected about 20 years ago where a body 
of performance data is slowly being developed both within Australia 
and overseas. Recent studies in Australia comparing postharvest 
anthracnose development of ‘Hass’ fruit from trees grafted to different 
rootstocks, have found that fruit from one line developed less disease 
compared with others.

During Phase 1 of this project a range of rootstocks from both Mexican 
and Guatemalan race populations were identified and propagated as 
either seedlings or vegetative clones. They were then grafted to either 

‘Hass’ or ‘Shepard’ and planted out in replicated experimental blocks 
in the major avocado production districts of Australia (completed 
on 31/12/2004). The second phase of the project monitored the 
growth and early production of trees in the various locations where 
experimental sites were established. Additionally, rootstocks from the 
elite recovery program in Phase 1 were multiplied for field planting 
and evaluation with new selections recovered during Phase 2. 

Phase 3 will move on to more detailed assessment of tree growth, 
yield and postharvest (physiology and disease characteristics) fruit 
performance. The project will also recover and propagate new elite 
rootstocks for future evaluation wherever the opportunity arises.

AV08002  RNA silencing-based phytophthora root rot 
resistant avocado rootstocks for improved production of 
GM free fruit

Project Start: 01-Sep-2008

Project Completion: 31-May-2011

Service Provider: Dr Neena Mitter, QLD DPI, 0434628094

Funding source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

NOT YET APPROVED

This project aims to use the cutting edge revolutionary technology of RNA 
silencing to engineer avocado rootstocks for resistance to Phytophthora 
Root Rot. RNA silencing can provide high-level pathogen resistance by 
specific targeting of pathogen sequences in transgenic plants. A key 
advantage of RNA silencing mediated resistance is that dsRNA has no 
translational ability to produce a functional protein. This technology 
will be utilised to target essential genes in P.cinnamomi and deliver it 
by means of transgenic rootstocks. Thus, when the fungus will attack 
the transformed rootstocks it will be recognised by the homologous 
gene silencing triggers targeting the essential genes of P. cinnamomi; 
this will result in killing of the invading fungus or making it non-
pathogenic. 

A QDPI&F internally funded proof-of-concept project that commenced 
in October 2007 will deliver the tools targeting essential genes of P. 
cinnamomi ready for introduction into commercial rootstocks for 
protection against the root rot pathogen. The proposed HAL project will 
generate real outcomes for an important target disease for the avocado 
industry. It aims to deliver glasshouse tested Phytophthora Root Rot 
resistant rootstock/s established and ready for field trial. 

The big advantage of using this approach is that although the rootstock 
will be genetically modified (GM), the grafted scion will remain non-
transgenic and will produce GM-free fruit. 
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MT08013 Development of an International Standard 
for Mobile Elevating Work Platforms (MEWP’s) used in 
Orchards 

Project Start:  15-July-2008

Project Completion:  31-July-2008

Principle Investigator: Keith Batten and Associates, 
08 8380 5286

Funding Source: Matched R&D levies (multiple industries)

SUMMARY

This multi-industry project will fund the development of an 
international standard for Orchard Mobile Elevating Work 
Platforms (MEWPs) to be known as ISO16653-3 Orchard MEWPs. 
A considerable amount of this work has already been carried by 
Keith Batten & Associates, in order to remain involved in the ISO 
committee processes.  Keith Batten has prepared technical data 
for detailed replies to ISO committee members Voting Results, 
visited New Zealand counterparts (also representative on the ISO 
committee) for further technical meetings, and is preparing videos 
for submission to the next ISO committee meeting.  

This project is expected to result in the implementation of an 
international standard for Orchard Mobile Elevating Work Platforms 
that best meets the needs of the horticultural industries

MT08016 Protecting pollination for the Australian 
horticultural industry

Project Start:  01-Nov-2008

Project Completion:  01-Jul-2009

Principle Investigator:  Margie Thompson, RIRDC, 

Funding Source: Matched R&D Levies and VC (Multiple 
industries) 

SUMMARY

NOT YET APPROVED

Horticultural crops in Australia are heavily reliant on feral European 
honey bees to ensure crop pollination.  A real threat is posed 
to present honey bee populations and to horticultural industry 
crop pollination should the highly invasive Varroa mite (Varroa 
destructor) enter Australia.  Australian horticultural industries are 
not prepared for this invasive pest.  A multi industry strategy titled 
‘Pollination Australia’ is proposed.  The strategy will be developed to 
ensure industries are ready for this exotic pest and food pollination 
is protected and assured.

There is a very real likelihood that should Varroa mite enter 
this country the result would be almost total devastation of the 
European honeybee population and subsequent loss of pollination 
for a number of horticultural crops.  Australian horticultural 
industries are currently unprepared for this pest and its impact on 
crop pollination.  Honeybee pollination provides significant value 
to agricultural and horticultural crops in Australia.  To the 35 
most important honeybee dependent crops, pollination services are 
estimated to be valued at $1.7 billion per annum (CSIRO).

AV08020 Evaluation of sustainable avocado orchard 
management practices

Project Start:  29-Sep-2008 

Project Completion:  31-Dec-2013

Principle Investigator:  John Leonardi, 
Avocados Australia Ltd, 07 3846 6566

Funding Source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

PROJECT UNDER DEVELOPMENT

There are increasing demands on growers to optimise fruit yield and 
quality, reduce chemical use, develop market opportunities and meet 
consumer expectations to remain competitive. There are a range of 
products and orchard management practices either being used by 
growers or recommended by various companies for use in avocado 
production, often with little scientific validation. The effectiveness of 
orchard management practices on fruit yield and quality need to be 
validated before wider industry recommendations can be made. 

This project will identify sustainable orchard management practices 
used by growers across Australia, evaluate the effect of these strategies on 
tree health, fruit yield and quality and determine the cost effectiveness 
of these strategies compared to current industry recommendations. 

AV08021 Refinement of guidelines for avocado 
irrigation management

Project Start:  01-Oct-2008

Project Completion:  31-May-2009

Principle Investigator:  TBA

Funding Source: Matched R&D Levies 

SUMMARY

PROJECT UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Irrigation guidelines have been developed for the avocado industry 
focusing on water requirements during non-limiting and limiting 
conditions.  The guidelines include information on:

• Critical growth stages

• Irrigation requirements – non-limiting and limiting conditions

• Drought management strategies

• References and further information

The guidelines have been developed using existing information and in 
consultation with industry representatives.

The aim of this project is to undertake research to determine more 
specific water requirements under Australian conditions for different 
phonological stages.  
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AV08023 Avocado germplasm maintenance

Project Start:  01-Dec-2008

Project Completion:  31-Dec-2010

Principle Investigator:  TBA

Funding Source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

PROJECT UNDER DEVELOPMENT

The avocado industry recognises that the declining government agency 
support for strategic industry resources has put at risk the continued 
maintenance of avocado germplasm that has been imported over 
the last 30 years. The maintenance of the material is an essential 
risk management strategy for the Australian industry. The aim of 
this project is to provide ongoing security for Avocado germplasm 
maintenance in Australia.

INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT 
AV06003 Study Groups to Achieve Globally Competitive 
Avocadoes

Project Start:  15-Dec-2006

Project Completion:  31-May-2010

Principle Investigator:  Mr Simon Newett, Qld DPI, 07 5441 2211

Funding Source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

Avocado fruit consumption must keep pace with expansion in plantings 
and production to keep the industry profitable.  Part of the solution is to 
improve fruit quality to encourage repeat sales and to lower, or at least 
contain, the per unit production costs to keep fruit prices affordable 
and competitive.  Addressing these must start at a grower level. Avocado 
production is also expanding rapidly in countries with low production 
costs.  Imports of cheap fruit pose one of the greatest threats to the 
Australian industry.  It is therefore essential that we improve our 
competitiveness for the long term viability of our industry.  

Much of the technology and information to achieve better quality and 
productivity is already available but adoption needs to be improved. 
The aim of this project is to improve the productivity and fruit quality 
of the Australian avocado industry though better communication of 
technology and production knowledge. 

The main strategy is to establish 10 regional study groups across 
Australia.  Each group will identify production issues that are 
preventing them from raising their production and fruit quality.  The 
study groups will serve as the vehicle for conducting regular workshops 
on these issues.  Regular briefings will also be held for service providers 
and information material will be available to all.

AV07012 Australian avocado Export Efficiency Powers 
consultation 

Project Start:  30-Apr-2008

Project Completion:  27-Feb-2009

Principle Investigator: Antony Allen, 
Avocados Australia Ltd, 07 3846 6566

Funding Source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

NOT YET APPROVED

This project aims to develop a Business Case and undertake wide scale 
consultation with the industry and the export supply chain partners 
regarding the potential implementation of Export Efficiency Powers. 

AV06002 Improving technology uptake in the WA 
avocado industry

Project Start:  1-November-2006

Project Completion: 1-May-2010

Principle Investigator: Mr Alec McCarthy, 
Dept of Agriculture WA, 08 9780 6273

Funding source:  Matched R&D voluntary contribution

SUMMARY

The project ‘Improving technology uptake in the WA avocado 
industry’ will develop and implement enhanced communication 
strategies based on the demographics of the industry and run on 
site demonstration activities to enhance the uptake of identified 
improved practices for the continued development of the WA 
avocado industry into a sustainable, profitable and internationally 
competitive industry.

Low uptake of improved production and business practices generally 
across the WA avocado industry has been identified as an impediment 
to improved long term profitability. The low uptake is the result of 
poor communication strategies that have not taken into account the 
industry demographics as well as a general industry hesitation to 
embrace the new technology. Identified problem areas include poor 
irrigation and nutrition efficiency, ineffective canopy management, 
poor frost control and inconsistent yields.

Through improved communication strategies and increased uptake 
of better production and business practices, the WA avocado industry 
will continue to grow in a sustainable manner and remain profitable. 
This will be achieved through increased production; maintenance of 
product quality and improved efficiency, the industry will improve 
their competitiveness on world markets and as a result increase their 
market share. The progress of the WA avocado industry will aid the 
national avocado industry to meet its industry goals
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MT08010 Prevention or preparedness? 

Project Start:  01-Jul-2008

Project Completion:  30-Jun-2009

Principle Investigator:  Dr Ryan Wilson, Plant Health 
Australia

Funding Source: Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

NOT YET APPROVED

This project aims to provide improved information on which to base 
decisions regarding investment in biosecurity activities for a range 
of horticultural industries.  To assist the industry target biosecurity 
activities or investment, the project will undertake a Benefit-Cost 
Analysis using information about the industry’s structure and 
biosecurity status (such as priority pests, market/industry structure, 
and phytosanitary requirements for priority pests).

A report will be produced that outlines the relative benefit/cost of 
potential biosecurity activities for the avocado industry. This analysis 
can be used as a decision making tool allowing the IAC and AAL 
to prioritise biosecurity investment to achieve the greatest possible 
benefit

AV08024 Avocado industry communication review

Project Start:  02-Feb-2009

Project Completion:  31-Dec-2011

Principle Investigator:  Antony Allen, Avocados Australia Ltd, 07 
3846 6566

Funding Source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

PROJECT UNDER DEVELOPMENT

This project will undertake a review of the communication systems in the 
Australian avocado industry.  The aim is to develop a communication 
plan that will further improve industry communication delivery.  This 
project will also include an industry development needs assessment that 
will provide direction for investment in future industry development 
initiatives.

AV08025 Avocado resource audit web database

Project Start:  03-Sep-2008

Project Completion: 31-Dec-2011

Principle Investigator: Antony Allen, 
Avocados Australia Ltd, 07 3846 6566

Funding Source: Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

PROJECT UNDER DEVELOPMENT

This project aims to develop and implement a web based database of 
all known avocado industry resources. Large amounts of important 
information are housed in various areas including Peak Industry 
Bodies, research organisations and other government departments. 
The project will develop a knowledge portal for industry stakeholders 
using database content developed through the Avocado Supply Chain 
Mapping and Resource Audit project, AV06026. 

AV08026 Avocado capacity building study tour to Asian 
export markets

Project Start:  01-Dec-2008

Project Completion:  31-May-2009

Principle Investigator:  Antony Allen, 
Avocados Australia Ltd, 07 3846 6566

Funding Source: Matched R&D Levies and voluntary 
contribution

SUMMARY

PROJECT UNDER DEVELOPMENT

The aim of this project is to increase the exposure of avocado 
growers and packers to potential export networks. The project will 
build knowledge, capacity and exposure within the Australian 
industry to the export culture within Asia. 

The strategy is to take growers that are interested and committed to 
Asian market development to an Asian trade show and extend avocado 
growers understanding. The outcome will be the development of 
networks, expansion of knowledge and systems for marketing.

AV08027 Avocado capacity building study tour to PMA

Project Start:  03-Sep-2008

Project Completion:  31-May-2009

Principle Investigator:  Antony Allen, 
Avocados Australia Ltd, 07 3846 6566

Funding Source: Matched R&D Levies and voluntary 
contribution 

SUMMARY

PROJECT UNDER DEVELOPMENT

The aim of this project is to take growers that are interested and 
committed in up skilling themselves with the latest information 
on international marketing systems to the PMA Fresh Summit in 
the USA. The PMA Fresh Summit educational program features 
ten different tracks developed to address the key leadership, 
management, and operational challenges facing business. More 
than 800 companies, including the industry’s leading suppliers, 
smaller companies showcasing specialty products, and international 
trade pavilions, exhibit at Fresh Summit. 
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The Fresh Summit provides the opportunity to build an understanding 
and knowledge of large and successful international avocado 
markets as well as expanding capacity within the domestic market 
for new opportunities for avocados. The outcome will be to extend 
avocado growers understanding, the development of networks 
and the expansion of knowledge and systems for production and 
marketing.

AV08001 Environmental stock take of the avocado 
industry 

Project Start:  04-Jul-2008

Project Completion:  31-Jul-2009

Principle Investigator:  Ms Jane Lovell, 
Tasmanian Quality Assured Inc

Funding Source: Matched R&D levies

SUMMARY

NOT YET APPROVED

This project proposes to undertake an environmental audit of the 
Avocado industry. The major output of the audit will be a clear situation 
statement that can be used to promote and defend current practices 
as well as identifying any opportunities for improvement, thereby 
assisting with forward priority setting in the area of environmental 
performance. The results of the audit will be confidential.

AV08028 Avocado research capacity building 

Project Start:  03-Sep-2008

Project Completion:  31-Dec-2012

Principle Investigator:  TBA

Funding Source:  Matched R&D Levies

SUMMARY

PROJECT UNDER DEVELOPMENT

This project aims to address the shrinking capacity within the industry’s 
research base and the need to ensure a base research capability. It is 
anticipated that within five years the industry will potentially lose over 
50% of its researcher based knowledge capacity. 

The project will address the need to build avocado research capacity 
while undertaking targeted avocado research and to expand the 
research provider base for avocados. The strategy is to create a PhD 
program of avocado researchers ensuring one scholarship per year 
across a wide range of disciplines.

AV08029 Avocado program evaluation 

Project Start:  01-Dec-2008

Project Completion:  31-May-2009

Principle Investigator:  TBA 

Funding Source:  Matched R&D Levies 

SUMMARY

PROJECT UNDER DEVELOPMENT

Currently the Australian Federal Government invests $500 million 
annually in agricultural R&D by leveraging industry levies and in the 
case of horticulture, voluntary contributions, with these investments 
managed through the various Rural Research and Development 
Corporations (RDCs). Increasingly the government has sought and 
impressed upon the agricultural community, the need to substantiate 
the return on investment to both the levy payer and the broader 
community.

The HAL Board is now requesting that all horticultural industries 
undertake a benefit cost analysis of their R&D program using the 
framework that has been developed through the Council of Rural RDC 
Chairs (CRRDCC). 

This project will undertake this analysis for the avocado industry to 
evaluate, in quantitative terms, the net benefits from the avocado R&D 
program to both the levy payer and the broader community.

AV08900 Partnership Agreement  

Project Start:  01-Jul-2008

Project Completion:  30-Jun-2009

Principle Investigator:  Service agreement between Avocados 
Australia Ltd and Horticulture Australia Ltd

Funding Source:  Matched R&D Levies and Marketing Levies

SUMMARY 

This project covers a range of activities to be conducted by HAL and 
Avocados Australia in managing the avocado levy investments.  These 
include: management of the Industry Advisory Committee; conduct 
of the Annual Levy Payers Meeting and effective consultation between 
Avocados Australia and HAL.
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Across Industry Program
The across industry R&D program is funded through matched R&D 
levies and voluntary contributions.  A contribution of 2% from all 
HAL-funded R&D projects is allocated to the across industry program 

to fund much needed R&D that is of benefit to all horticulture 
industries.  Below are the projects included in the 2008-09 Across 
Industry program.  Further information is available from John Tyas, 
Horticulture Australia Limited, 07 3394 8220.

Project No Title
Project 
Start

Project 
Completion

Organisation

Outcome 1: Enhance the efficiency, transparency, responsiveness and integrity 
of the supplychain for the total industry to provide clear market signals.

AH06007
Industry involvement in the Development 
of Primary Production and Processing 
Standards

2006/07 2009/10 Horticulture Australia Ltd

AH07021
Management of risks in the  horticultural 
industry

2007/08 2008/09 Horticulture Australia Ltd

MT07029 Managing pesticide access in horticulture 2007/08 2009/10 AgAware Consulting Pty Ltd

AH04007 Pesticide regulation coordinator 2004/05 2009/10 AKC Consulting Pty Ltd

Outcome 2:  Maximise the health benefits of horticultural products 
in the eyes of consumers, influencers and government

AH07006
Promoting the health advantage of 
fruit and vegetable to increase their 
consumption

2007/08 2009/10 Horticulture Australia Ltd

Outcome 3:  Position horticulture to compete in a globalised environment

AH07003 Market access support program 2007/08 2008/09 Horticulture Australia Ltd

AH07002 HAL Market Access Coordination 2007/08 2008/09
Stephen Winter & Associates 
Pty Ltd

Outcome 4:  Achieve long-term viability and 
sustainability for Australian horticulture

AH07031
Peri-urban horticulture and land use 
planning: Literature Review & ‘Tool-kit’

2007/08 2008/09 GHD – Hassall 

AH08002
Horticulture Water Initiative 
08-09

2008/09 2009/09 RMCG

AH08003
Analysis of Horticulture’s carbon 
footprint

2008/09 2008/09 Horticulture Australia Ltd

AH08004
Allocation for progressing labour issues 
from Future Focus

2008/09 2008/09 Horticulture Australia Ltd

Outcome 5: Other

AH08006
Allocation for implementing outcomes 
from Future Focus

2008/09 2008/09 Horticulture Australia Ltd

AH08007 Across Industry Program Annual Report 2008/09 2008/09 Horticulture Australia Ltd

AH08008 Across Industry Program Admin 2008/09 2008/09 Horticulture Australia Ltd
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Food protests continue in Europe 

German supermarkets are running out of milk, as dairy farmers 
continue to stop work over low milk prices. The farmers are demanding 
a 20 per cent rise in the price they get for milk. It’s estimated the strikes 
have cost around ½50 million. 

Meanwhile, police have clashed with hundreds of French fishermen 
protesting outside the European Union in Brussels about the high 
cost of fuel. In recent days, they have been joined by truck drivers and 
members of fishing fleets from the UK , Spain , Portugal and Italy , who 
have blockaded ports across Europe . They want fuel subsidies to stop 
them going out of business. Source: ABC

EU reforms planned for farm subsidies 

The European Union is planning to cut its controversial farm subsidy 
program to try and make farmers more competitive. The plan looks at 
cutting money for wealthier farmers, putting it instead towards family 
farms and environmental programs. 

The EU also wants to stop milk quotas and will revise tariffs and quotas 
on other products. Caroline Saunders from New Zealand’s Lincoln 
University, a former researcher for the European Commission, says the 
milk policy will have the most impact on Australian farmers. “That’s 
been on since 1984 so it’s held back milk production,” she said. 

“You can imagine over that period till now, there’s been quite a bit 
of increase in breeding technology, production technology, so there’s 
potential there for farmers to increase production. “Certainly with 
milk prices as they are at the moment, there’d be every incentive to. 
“And they could, as they did previously, flood world markets, bring 
world prices back down again and hurt Australia and New Zealand.” 
Source: ABC

Limited voluntary avocado recall 
Texas distributor and North Carolina

Yesterday it was reported that tests conducted by state officials in 
North Carolina found Salmonella on Hass avocados from Mexico 
and Jalapeño peppers. A release was sent out by the NC Department 
of Health and Human Services stating the finding at a local produce 
company. The fruit that is suspected to have tested positive came from 
a small importer in South Texas, which has been identified as Grande 
Produce, a direct importer of Hass avocados from Mexico. Health 
officials examined the warehouse in Texas and preliminary results 
show contaminated peppers with a different strain of salmonella from 
the group B type Saintpaul that made national news recently. At this 
time, the only recall is for avocados from Grande Produce. No other 
importer has been implicated. This is a limited finding and does not 
affect other importers.

According to the Texas Department of State Health Services, 70 products 
were tested for Salmonella at Grande Produce and Avocados were not 
found to be contaminated. Currently the importer is voluntarily 
recalling avocados, jalapeños and Serrano peppers. DSHS and FDA are 
working to identify where the avocados, serranos and jalapenos from 

Grande were shipped and where and how the recalled produce was 
contaminated. The company’s clients are being notified to pull the 
products. At this time, if you have product from Grande Produce you 
should put it on hold and not ship to any customers.

Officials in Texas also said the findings and subsequent recall are 
limited to those specific products from Grande Produce. At this point, 
they do not apply to all avocados, serranos and jalapenos on the 
market, to products from any other distributor or to Texas-grown 
produce in general.

APEAM is on top of this issue and within hours was able to trace back 
the origin of the fruit reported in North Carolina down to the orchard. 
We are investigating all aspects of the situation, even the validity of 
the testing, as it does not seem plausible that the fruit could have been 
contaminated before it reached the U.S. distributor.

I have been assigned in charge of operations during this crisis, so if 
you receive any calls from the media please refer them to me. We will 
continue to keep you appraised regarding this issue. Source: APEAM

Web site highlights the nutritional 
side of hass avocados

If you love avocados, there’s a new Web site that shows--through 
recipes, nutritional information and expert advice--how those 
“alligator pears” can be incorporated into a healthy lifestyle. Not 
that long ago, avocados got a bit of a bad rap, with some people 
questioning their nutritive value. But in reality, this delicious fruit 
packs a nutrient punch by contributing nearly 20 vitamins, minerals 
and phytonutrients to one’s diet.

To help educate consumers about the nutritional aspects of avocados, 
the Hass Avocado Board has developed a new health and nutrition-
focused microsite that contains avocado recipe ideas, the latest 
nutrition news about the fruit, and information about how Hass 
avocados can help consumers meet the requirements of the USDA 
Dietary Guidelines for Americans.

The site also features an “Ask the Expert” section, where Julie Upton, 
M.S., R.D., a registered dietitian, answers frequently asked nutrition 
questions about avocados.

Some key nutrition facts about avocados include:

•  Avocados act as a “nutrient booster” by enabling the body to absorb 
more fat-soluble nutrients, such as alpha- and beta-carotene, as well 
as lutein, in foods that are eaten with the fruit;

• Avocados are naturally sodium-free and cholesterol-free;

•  Avocados, due to their mono- and polyunsaturated fat content, are a 
healthy substitution for foods rich in saturated fat; and

•  Avocados contain 76 milligrams beta-sitosterol in a 3-oz. serving. 
Beta-sitosterol is a natural plant sterol that may help maintain 
healthy cholesterol levels.

To learn more about the nutritional advantages of incorporating 
avocados into one’s diet and to get inspired by some delicious avocado 

News from around the world



Grower Member  
Application Form

Avocados Australia Limited
ACN 105 853 807

For Associate and Affiliate membership application forms please go to 

www.avocado.org.au or call 07 3846 6566 

Member Details
Business name and/or trading name:

ABN:

Key contacts:

Preferred address (postal):

Address of property (if different):

Contact Details
Business phone:

Home phone:

Fax:

Mobile:

Email:

Corporate Structure

How would you describe the nature of your operations (please circle)?

Individual  Partnership Company Trust

Lessee Cooperative Other (please specify)

Please indicate the area of property that you crop for avocados (please circle)

0.5 - 5 ha 6-19 ha 20-49 ha 50-99 ha

100-149 ha  150-199 ha 200-499 ha 500 ha+

Special Interests

Please tick your main areas of interest from any of the following:

 Consumer information

  Environmental management/

sustainability

 Organic farming systems

 Water management

 Field days

 Pest management

 Food safety

 Production management

 Quality Assurance

 Technology/innovations

 Marketing

 Supply chain management

 Key political issues

 Other (please specify) 
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recipes, visit the Hass Avocado Board’s new health and nutrition 
microsite at www.avocadocentral.com/healthandnutrition

Source: HAB

New president of the Mexican 
Hass Avocado Exporters and 
Growers Association

The Mexican Hass Avocado Exporters and Growers Association, more 
commonly known as APEAM has elected its new president, Mr. 
Alejandro Alvarez del Toro, a grower who has been the vice-president 
on the outgoing board, he will be directing this important association 
for the next 2 years as of July 1st, it has become a tradition now that 
the presidency is alternated for every 2 year term between a grower and 
a packer´s delegate. This is done to maintaining a balance within the 
various interests and objectives that have developed over the more than 
11 years of existence of this organization that was created as a part of 
the USDA and SAGARPA´s negotiations during the preceding period of 
the first Mexican Hass Avocado export program to the US markets from 
October of 1997 to February of 1998, when approximately 6.500.000 Kg 
were the total exported volume during those 4 months. In the current 
season this has grown to 115.599.928 Kg or 6.300 loads with 1600 
boxes each, positioning the Mexican Hass avocado as the main source 
for the US consumers.

Food companies collaborate 
on transportation

In an attempt to significantly reduce the environmental impact of 
transporting goods, 37 leading UK food, retail and consumer goods 
companies will pool their transportation resources. 

Under the Sustainable Distribution scheme, sponsored by IGD’s 
Efficient Consumer Response programme, companies will be sharing 
vehicles and looking to establish more efficient warehousing.

The industry believes that through such initiatives it will save 48m 
miles of travel by the end of 2008 alone, conserving 23m litres of diesel 
each year. 

Food companies who have already signed-up to the initiative include 
the likes of Heinz, Kellogg, Kraft, Mars, PepsiCo, Unilever and Nestlé. 
All of the UK’s largest retailers have committed to the project. 

“In a highly competitive industry getting 37 companies working 
together in this way is very innovative and the results so far are 
impressive with over 16m miles saved in the pilot alone,” IGD president 
and Nestlé UK CEO Alastair Sykes said. 

Sykes said the move would help the food industry reduce its 
environmental impact in order to meet government and consumer 
expectations and cut costs. 

“There will always be a need to transport food and grocery items from 
producers to shoppers, and the more efficiently we can do this, the 
better for everyone,” he concluded. Source: just-food.com
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Membership Application  continued

Payment Options

Grower Membership of Avocados Australia is $143 pa (including GST). 
You can pay your membership by cheque or credit card.  To pay your 
membership fee, please choose one of the following options:

 Cheque

Please find enclosed a cheque for $143.00   
made payable to Avocados Australia Ltd. 

Please charge $143.00 to my credit card. Details are listed below.

 Credit card (please circle):

 MasterCard Visa

Credit card number: 

Name on credit card: 

Expiry date: 

Signature:

Privacy Options

Avocados Australia Ltd adheres to privacy rules with respect to 
the way we collect, use, secure and disclose personal information.  
Please indicate below (tick) if you do not wish to receive additional 
information.

  I do not give Avocados Australia Ltd permission to allow my 
postal contact details to be accessed by other organisations other 
than Avocados Australia Ltd which offer beneficial products and 
services.

•NB -  No personal details other than name and postal address will be 
given out under any circumstances.

Once you have completed this form  
please place it in an envelope addressed to: 

Avocados Australia 
Reply Paid 8005 
Woolloongabba Qld 4102

(no stamp required within Australia):
For more information or assistance please go to 

www.avocado.org.au or call on 07  3846 6566
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Consumers changing how 
they buy, eat food

Higher food and fuel costs and other economic pressures are having 
a critical impact on how consumers shop, cook and dine, according 
to the Food Marketing Institute, which represents US supermarket 
systems. 

Due to economic factors, Americans are cooking at home more often 
and eating at restaurants less often, by 71pc to 29pc, and families are 
eating a main meal at restaurants only 1.2 times weekly, down from 
1.3 times last year, FMI said in its newly released “US Grocery Shopper 
Trends 2008” report. 

Furthermore, consumers buying food for meals at home are buying 
fewer “luxury foods” and more private, store-brand items and are 
eating leftovers more than they used to, the shopper survey found. 

In deciding where to buy food for meals at home, the report noted that 
37pc of consumers say they are frequenting stores with low prices this 
year, up from 31pc last year and well ahead of the second-most cited 
factor: convenient location (13pc). Source: Feedstuffs

California Avocado Commission 
chief ends his 20-year run

Mark Affleck, who has served as president and chief executive officer of 
the California Avocado Commission in Irvine, CA, for the past 20 years, 
has resigned from the post to pursue other interests. The commission’s 
board of directors accepted the resignation May 15, which was effective 
immediately, and the resignation was announced by the commission 
in a May 16 press release. 

Rick Shade, chairman of the commission, announced in the release 
that Tom Bellamore, senior vice president and corporate counsel for 
the commission, has been named acting CEO. Mr. Bellamore has been 
with the commission for the past 14 years. 

“For the past two decades, Mark’s visionary leadership has been 
instrumental in generating increased consumer demand for avocados,” 
Mr. Shade said in the release. “The avocado industry has benefited 
greatly from Mark’s strategic approach to marketing.” 

According to Mr. Shade, the commission’s executive committee will 
be working with an executive recruiting firm to conduct a search for 
a new president and CEO. “We have sent out requests for proposals 
for a couple of executive search firms, and we will be getting a search 
going here as quickly as we can,” he said. “We are certainly going to be 
looking within the agricultural industry” as part of that search. 

Jan DeLyser, vice president of marketing for the commission, has 
worked with Mr. Affleck for the past nine years. 

Reflecting on some of Mr. Affleck’s principal contributions to the 
industry during the past 20 years, Ms. DeLyser cited first “the increased 
awareness of the nutritional value” of avocados. At the time Mr. Affleck 
joined the commission, “avocados were known to be high in fat, and 
nobody was telling the story of the good fat. He saw an opportunity” to 
increase the awareness of the nutritional value of avocados and make 
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the public aware that it is “OK to buy avocados because of all the good 
things that were in them,” she said. 

Since that time, “we have seen a tremendous turn in consumer 
awareness,” Ms. DeLyser said. When asked why they buy avocados, 
more than 70 percent of consumers now cite the health aspects as a 
reason. 

Mr. Affleck excels as a communicator and “is very much attuned with 
communications and networking,” she said. “The avocado.org web 
site was one of the first of its kind, and it continues each year to raise 
the bar on what it provides in online connectivity with both consumers 
and the industry.” 

Ripe programs are now commonplace with supermarket retailers, she 
said. “It is unusual now for someone not to have a ripe program.” 

Mr. Affleck also helped bring avocado producers from various parts of 
the world together in an effort to work “toward the common goal” of 
increasing Hass avocado consumption in the United States, she said. 
“The California industry under Mark’s leadership was the key conduit 
to the creation of the Hass Avocado Board, which brought about an 
ongoing dialogue between the different sources of supply and the 
marketplace.” Source: The Produce News

Movement of hass avocados 
from areas where Mexican fruit 
fly or sapote fruit fly exist

“Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, (APHIS) is reopening the 
comment period for our proposed rule that would amend our domestic 
quarantine regulations to provide for the interstate movement of Hass 
avocados from Mexican fruit fly and sapote fruit fly quarantined areas 
in the United States with a certificate if the fruit is safeguarded after 
harvest in accordance with specific measures. 

The proposed rule would also amend our foreign quarantine regulations 
to remove trapping and bait spray treatment requirements related to 
Anastrepha spp. fruit flies for imported Hass avocados from Michoacan, 
Mexico. This action will allow interested persons additional time to 
prepare and submit comments. APHIS will consider all comments that 
we receive on or before June 26, 2008.”
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Australia & New Zealand 

Avocado Growers 
Conference 2009

21 - 23 July 2009

Cairns Convention Centre 

www.cairnsconvention.com.au

The Atherton Tableland in far north of Australia’s avocado 
industry will be region show cased during the 2009 Australian 

and New Zealand Avocado Growers’ Conference in Cairns.

Avocados Australia and the New Zealand Avocado Growers’ 
Association will welcome all avocado growers and members 

of the supply chain to attend the four quadrennial Australian 
and New Zealand Avocado Growers’ Conference, on 21-23 July 

2009 at the Cairns Convention Centre, Cairns, Qld Australia.

Over 480 industry members attended the last Joint Conference  
held in 2005 in Tauranga, New Zealand.

More details will be available at  
www.avocado.org.au/industry/Conference.asp  

and will be provided over the next few months.
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